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LCA Supended
by Liz Shackford

All house and pledge functions of the
At this point the future of Lambda
Lambda Chi Alpha house have been suspended Chi at Colby is unclear. At a General Fraas the result of a.decision. made early this
ternity meeting next summer the Chapter's
week. charter will probably be reviewed. At that
Failure to maintain required social
time Lambda Chi will have the opportunity
standards was the reason for the suspension,
to defend themselves, and demonstrate
cited ina letter from the College and Chapter
that positive action has been taken to remedy
-Corporation (an alumni corporation)
the
current situation.
to house members'.
If the National Fraternity is satisfied
Frequent complaints have been lodged .
LambdaiChiAlphahouse' , . v
that an effort is being made,.charices are that
.. agairist Lambda Chi in the past few years
Lambda Chi will be given more time to attain
' culminating in aj ecent letter from the .
the required standards.
General Fraternity , "the letter cited inadequate
On the other hand, if the charter is
participation and co-operation in general, and . revoked, the chapter-would no longer be
¦ an incident of abuse toward a National reprecognized as a member of the National
resentative early this year in particular. These
Fraternity.
complaints prompted the College
to take
It is a policy of the C ollege tliat all
¦
¦•^¦ :;:'- .j
' : action.¦' ¦¦ by Nick Mencher /
.
;- . .- -.• ¦'¦. .. .,'• ,.
'. ¦:. t. .£' AA '- - '\A'
fraternities meet national standards in
;
Besides prohibiting pfficid fraterruty .
Order to be recognized. Should Lmabda :
As part ofa proposal passed by the
Rich Uchida,WMHB's Operations Mariafunctions, Colby and thei^hapter Corp . will
Chi lose it's national recognition it would
unanimous ydte .of the.Studerit Asspciation : '•¦• ¦ ger, said the terms of the new contract with
'
assume
complete
control
of
the
house
on
Feb.
2.
arid Colby's radio station WMHB, the sta- A.. '.
cease to exist. .
,
but
that
the
point,
the AP are unclear at this
,
1979.
As
a
result,
members
currently
living
president
Lambda
Chi
tion's assetsjwill be transferred,; pending
Newly elected
- contract for the teletype machine will be ex- '
legal approval, to-tfie Student Association.
tended from the present three yeairs to "five ' in I^b da''Cjfu;.will''be'forced to find alternate Dick Sinape hopes matters won't go that far.
,
i.
housing
for second semester. The College will He feels "a lot of the problems we're in now
The value of the station's equipment is es- . 7
or six years, depending on the details." The
allow
some
members to remain in residence,
stems from an attitude on the' part of the
timated;by members-bf VVMHB's Executive
in
the
long
run,
bill
for
the
AP
service
will,
'
but those wishing to do so wilj have to
Board to be between 40;ahd 50 thousand . ' . ;: :
f
brothers, the campus in general, and the
' dollars.'.;- .. -'-/,. .' ;. . ' ' ' ¦¦" \ ; , ' ' - ;:'lV;.)' v ? ;.^' * . ~A: '¦ ¦'. ' •¦¦ be the same as the original three year con- ¦:: petition the school and Corp. for approval
¦continued on pa ge 5
, tract
but the¦elimination
of the .audio service ' ;
"
¦ "; '
• - .- •- ' ¦¦•
-: Stii*-A_ Chahpers
;
.-;•.
first.
"
continued on page *5 ,.
"After eight^weeks of mistrust arid lack of
; communication between the Stu-A arid ¦:.
WMHB,we are now working from a position
¦ ¦ ;
of mutual trust ." 5
,"
;; The six-point proposal wai. fonnulated
by both parties and is essentially the same as '
-an earlier proposal passed by the Stu-A on
November 20. Last Tuesday the first pro- ••.
permit the College to oppose, within the law,
posal was rejected by mfHB arid the 40 sfu- '
is necessary or that it would serve the best
unionizing,
i.e. the college can state its posidents involved with the station decided to 'go . ; \ .' ; by Philip Gloucheyitch
interest of,bur employees." tion
on
unions,
whereas previously employees
dff the air rather thari comply with it.
. Attempts to establish the first union ~'.V '
cc-uldnot interfere with employees trying to
;>;The nety proposal,^ which was
released
ever at Colby arebeirig^made by Buildings
aorganize.
The college cannot directly prevent
on Monday of this week^ iricludeis clause 7.
and Grounds eriiployees; despite what one , the Buildings
and Grounds iemployees from
that the station's assets can only be sold if
employee;c^ed "pressure" frprn the college. joining a union;that
right of labor is prothe Executive Boards of both parties vote by - ¦.
Some Buildings and Grounds employees
a majority to do so: One of the "conditions"
v ; tected-by the National Labor Relations Act
think
a union could better serve their interests,
listedlri the first proposal: that WMHB "slidll 7.-C .' ' 'A President Strider sent a letter to Bull- . v of 1935. However, according to Vice President and their current task is to persuade at least
formulate a plan for fund raising independent .dirigs.arid Grp\irids persorinel where he exRobert Pullen and the college's lawyers, more 50% of the employees to sign union petition
'
"
"
/
/
.we
do
not
believe
that
a
unionplained,
of Stu-A
mdney
recent
legal iriferpretatforfs of the Act would
,
;
/v
.
was eliminated
from tho
cards.
,
¦
'final' prbpo8al;'¦^;¦vV ::• ;;„ x ':• '^¦ -./: . ' . -: ¦ ' ¦':'¦¦ ' ..
' : ; :ln the future, any student who enters ;
.
the college could still insist on a secret
into a contract or-authorizes; a financial transelection by the N ational Labor Relations
actiori without, the prior^^-approval of the iStu-A
needed.
Board where 50% pro-union are organizers
will be held personally liable in the event of a
This election ensures that labor
laws&: This clause of the proposal is aii;;
do not forcefully coerce employees to sign
attempt to avoid;future Situations like tlie A .- .- ¦;
petitions.
present involvement of the station with the
Vice President Pullen explained that
AP.Jiast year a member of the WMHB's •
Executive Boaird signed a three year contract
the college would rather deal with its em- with the AP,*witliout receiving approval of v
ployees directly, instead of through a third
<%Stu.,^
party. He added , "We will do all we can to
.:.'
nia'ke our position clear to our employees
iv : 4; According to Public iriformatlon; '
within the law , and.to let them know who
Chairperson Scot ;Lehigh, tlie;AP has allowed
they are dealing wit h should they choose a
WMHB to drop the audio news service por¦ <¦
union."
tion of the contract .Tlw audio services
cost ¦
¦
¦
'
¦
'
¦
' 7A">< : :'':. • '. ' <?' > -' > '¦
the station $45.a 'wepkii- AA
The union being sought is allegedly die
Teamsters, but according to their off ice in
ATTfeNTIOr)!!!Whatturns eggheads into
Augusta , they lind not been contacted by
jocksT .pbr the answer to this question
any Colby employees.
and your auestlb'ris\ ab out the.C6lloge ,
, ' S ince last spring the Teamsters Union
January
Bbwlrc;ornin^to€6lb^thls
^ .';'
has
represented the Grounds and Service Detalk^Grtrls' Nponariipr .Pat ehassd: \n 'A A
partments
of all University of Maine branches
¦
the Student Activities Office. Thet
"" „ ¦¦ ' Colby's Buildings and Grounds employs
College Bowl is an intercollegiate corri-;
approximately 85 people whose Immediate su
petltlqn Invvvhlf h teairis qfifpurVpeo***! * ..'.:
priori}are Superintendent Ansel Grirididl and
pie icbmpete-by^answtj rlng questions
Plant Eriglrieer Stanley Palmer; Neither had
¦¦
that.coyerabroad;academic' spectrum 1
:;A-A
rf ^ 'V-: [ ^
a
ny:commQhtJ)A:A: ,\AA 7,
7.
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¦
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aBScGWor kers Consider Unions
y
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There has been a lot of confusion A%
concerning when the new policy of aver- ;
Harvey Milak, the city's first avowed homosexual}
aging pluses and minuses into students' '7 AArraign ment-of Accused Killer '
¦
grade points will go into effect. Regisitrar ;';
.• ' ""'"¦./• . .
official.
-/..
of Mayor Postponed
The
ex-president
arrived
arid
departed
under
beeirmade
have
George Coleman clarified thatthp new'
The charges
from the debating hall through a noisy, egg"
system will not begin until the '79--80 ac- >
circumstances
"special
a statute covering
tossing crowd of British and American
San Francisco - Arraignment of former.
_ademfc
deatibhpenalty
year. . -f ^„,.AA'^ - .• -• - ¦¦• 7 : .AA7-: 'A : , 'i-A
require^he
which
¦
of murder
dead!'
students;
who
chanted
"We
want
Nixon
City Supervisor Dan White who is charged
7
; T^
nn conviction. California voters eariier this ¦¦ ¦ arid "NO more Nixon!" from outside the
with murdering Sari Francisco's mayor arid :
in by the faculty last spring,-;3' will be: added
month approved a measure'extending the •:• . hall during both his 20-fninute addresses ':
another city official, was postponed.foUow .;;.;:
death penalty to¦ the
oLSubtfacted ip grade pdints lorthj ee crb-;
murder of public ¦ ' : ¦ on foriegn affahs arid the ' questiori-^rid ariswer
,
v
ing a brief appearand by White in a heavily
v
-::. AAi 77 'A ' :.
:
Officials. ' ' -". ' '. ' ;. - ' - . ;-" . -:
'dit courses,,to account for pluses arid min¦ :' : "- .A7A : :.' : '- ~ ' 7 .
period.
guarded courtroom here last Wednesday.
uses. F or instance a B minus will will be '
, Protesters waving placards - "Why/ :
White did not speak during the three
worth
a 2.7, arid a B plus will be worth 3.3.
Nixon's Oxford Visit ProtestedShame Us Here?" and "Nixon,Crawl ; ^
minute hearing, and only nodded .his head
students are given one, two, ¦-• •
Presently,
when asked by.the judge whether he waived
Back Into Your Hole''- grappled with 80
¦
three or four pbirits for grades D ,C3rA^ ;
immediate artaigrimerit.- '• - . ' V
Oxford , England-Richard M: Nixori" police officers who tried vainly to keep them
respectively, without regard to pluses arid '
White is charged 'with two counts of
told an'aiidience of 800 he has retired from from pounding on Nixon's black
. ;:
minuses.;
: '' ' :: ':' ¦- :
first-degree murder in gunshot slayings of . .
. politics but is "not going to keep my.rriouth ' limousine.
According to Coleman,
exMayor, George Moscori^ and'City Supervisor;
shut," in the hall of the prestigious Oxford
Po^ce said there were 10 atrirests :
- ceed pluses by a ratio of threeminuses
to.
two.
union debating society.last Thursday.
but a police spokesman added,-"On the
"I feel as long as I have any breath "
conducted
whole, the demonstratibri waS
in me I will speak up for what I believe,"
•
in a good-humored way." :; .:'
he wrote the song in 1953.
he said during a 90-minute question and
Conley, however, who says he has sounded
_ answer session.'
. .A ' ; ;. / V
like
Presley "since I was 12,'' and who makes
Elvis Tape Disputed
When asked about the Watergate ;. !.; '
a
living
as aPresley imitator, claims he
scandal wliich'.forced hini from office ,: ¦; .recorded the song last June iri Nashville,
Nixon replied, "I screwed
I paid
¦ the
of his manager, Hal ..
Dallas, Texas :Mike Coriley "Elis,"
Tenn., at the request
¦ up;
¦
77.; - . ¦ .
price."' ;;- :
Freeman ' T •;• .. ':. ¦¦'.
a Maine singer , testified in a Texas district
¦
^
court hearing last Friday- that he, not the late
andRCA deny that
v VerMn-Presley
Elvis Presley, produced a tape purported to be Elvis ever attended a recording session with
store.
the first song ever recorded by the famous
\ Of pur newly
Falco, and that even if he did he was under ,
¦ ¦;¦¦ ¦;¦expanded
¦ ' ¦¦¦ ;'': .. - - '.'¦'.' ; |
. -^ '
'j
;;
I !••« »•• t««*««*4««*«*«***«*i**'i***a%4**«t*a>*'t*-**'>*«««
'
entertainer
.
contract
to RCA atrthe time.
' ''
*Y .
''
I
The Testimony ciame in the second '. day.' ;.
. They also complairi that the "Inferior
of a hearing on a request by Presley's father, . quality"of the recording could ruin Presley's
Vernon Presley, and by RCA Corp., that
reputation. ;
1 • . _ i_
a permanent injunction by placed on any reIri other testimoney heard Friday,
lease of the ;taped¦ song, "Tell Me Pretty
an electrical engineer said that the . tape ;.'
¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦: v , ,- ¦ " .
Baby.";: , . :
;. :.
,:-:
.
which Falco's company claims.'. 'was used"::' :' . ..A
Pete Falco, one of four owners of
to record Presley's vioce in 1954 appears
International Classic Productions, which
I K2
ROSSIGNOL . : OLIN; ;j
to be of a kind not marketed until 1957/
owns the tapCj-'claimsPresley recorded
*•
J. (••••(••••¦•••••¦••••••••ya ««i*a«»»*«<i»««i»a»a««»««aa
Falco arid his three partners, Andrew ;
the; song for $15 in 1954;after meeting , '
Jackson, Don Reese/arid Marion Sittbn, all
with Falco in a Phoenix night club.
misleading or
of Dallas, are accused of "false,
¦
.
r
* a»aan» *aaa**»aaaaaaaaaaaaaa *a«**aaaa«aaaai««aaaaa««ar
Flacb, a former .band owner- says
deceptive trade practices.". ' .- ' .
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Head In The Stars
' ,

by Linda Frechette

_ Bruce Zohn was vacationing with
his family several years ago when he met
someone who owned a telescope. "I was
totally fascinated when I looked through
it ," said Zohn. "From then on I begged
my parents to buy me one as a birthday
present. I finally got one when I was
eleven years old and I've been using it
ever since ;"
The Colby freshman claims he has
always been interested in science. "Astronomy was just another science to meI already knew something about it when
I received the telescope," explained Zohn
who has since gained familiarity with"constellations. "It's a.lot easier to use a telescope
if you know the constellations," said .
Zohn. "It's not so hard to find what you're
looking for arid besides—the sky doesn't seem
quite so mysterious." He explained that
focusing on a familiar point for reference
helps in locationg a new object , which can '
be identified by its distintive characteristics.

A

"You have to know what you're looking for,"
stressed Zohn.
Zohn sets up his telescopic apparatus
about once a week, during late evening
hours. "Different things are happening
at different hours," said Zohn. "There ,
is always something interesting coming
up." He. relies on star charts, Norton's
Star Atlas and a monthly publication
called Sky and Telescope for astronomical
data.
The Brookline, Mass., resident is.
thrilled with Colby's rural setting and the'
abundance of open space. He remarked,
"Back home I had a problem with the
street lights. When bright lights interfere,
the dimmer objects become less visible.
It was hard—if not impossible—to find
what I was looking for." He went on to
explain that "it was easy to view the
moon and the brightest planets, but
eventually I wanted to observe other
things such as nebulas and star clusters—
I was curious about how they would

EPG To Resume

Work On Bundy

by Margaret Saunders
we just didn?t have as much as we would
The Educational Policy Committee
like
to have in common," she explained.
will meet during Jan Han to continue
Prof. Hoggendorn also was granted
proposals.
Report
'discussion on the Bundy
permission
to change the Economics major
this
past
meeting
decided
at
the
This was
He explained, "we have discovered, to
Tuesday, where proposals to strengthen
our horror , that there are students who
the Human Development major and the
graduate from Colby who are Economics
Economics major were passed unanimously.
maj ors,_and who have never written a
The significant change in the Human
major paper for. this department." Be- ,
Development department will serve \
ginning with the class of '82, majors will
to narrow the focus of what is felt to
be
required to write a major paper for
currently be a vaaue area of study. The
graduation.
most significant change will involve , EPC also accepted the proposal for a
requiring majors to take nine credit hours
new Environmental Economics course
above the introductory level in the areas
at the 200 level for non-majors.
of Biology, Philosophy, Religion, Sociology,
Due to lack of information on a
and Psychology. Also, an independent
proposal dealing with student teaching,
Jan Plan within these areas of study will
the EPC tabled tlie motion.
be necessary for the completion of the
'
major.
According to department chairman
Rosenthal , these proposals will "change the
Human Development major in a manner
which we think will make it a better major ."
Student EPC representative Stacey Stoddard
concurs with this, and she pointed put
that until now there has been little coherence in the major. "A lot of us got
to the senior seminar to find out . that we . ;
didn't have a similar background at all ,

Astronom y buff Bruce Zohn with his four foot telescope
appear. I found it hard to believe that I
couldn 't view them, no matter how hard
I tried." Zohn recalled being amused to
read about a New York astrononter who
shared a similar problem until the New
York City blackout , during which he
"never saw the stairs better!" - . . - ; ¦ .,
Zohn's four-foot Jorig Newtonian
reflector came complete with two eyepieces and a barlow, which increases , the
size of the image viewed^bjr doubling
or tripling the focal length of the telescope.
Zohn pointed out that, although magnification increases detail on larger objects like
the moon and the. planets, the sariie effect
cannot always be achieved. "The stars—
because they are so far away—always look
like a small point rio mattet how much you
magnify them/' riotfed Zohn.'•;. '* '-*., .;¦ : :
The amateur astronomer is especially
fascinated by "double" or "multiple" .
stars which he.described as two stars which,
when viewed by the naked eye,- appear to be
one either Because they happen to fall info
the same line of sight or because they are
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orbiting in close proximity .
Zohn also expressed interest in Saturn
"It's rings are so beautiful ," he remarked.
"Until you've looked at Saturn through
a telescope, you can't begin to imagine
what it 's really like." v
Zohn has been toying with the idea
of moving on to a larger, more powerful
telescope. "A lot of people build them,"
he said. "I've been thinking about constructing one myself." Somed ay "he would
like to develop an interest in photography as
well.
A 'tentative biology maj or, Zohn
confessed that he is not particularly
interested in pursuing astronomy as a career.
"Astronomy is one of the few sciences to
which you can contribute as ian amateur,"
hie commented. "On the professional level
it is far more technical—and probably half
as much fun." Zohn intends to maintain
his interest in astronomy as a hobby while
developing a career in biological; research.
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Page Four

"Ke ep Down

Branyan
Bridges
EPC Gap

The Screaming "
by Tom St all

The last Student Representative
Assembly meeting for the semester produced
a very informative talk with the Head of
Security, Jeff Gordon. He spoke on the
different aspects of the College Security
system.
Gordon spoke about the different,
problems encountered by Security. He said
over the summer many thefts occurred ,
especially in the frats where construction
work was done on the buildings. He said that
if students plan .on leaving tilings at school
over the summer, they should bring them to
B and G. If they are left there Security can
watch them more carefully .
Gordon also said if anyone leaves things
locked up in the buildings with their own
locks, the locks will be broken and the things
removed.
Another problem, he said, was the number of false alarms received' He said that about
92% of their calls are false . He added .scream
ingin dorms creates problems. When people
hear screams they can't tell whether someone is in trouble or ju st letting off steam.
He urged that people try to keep the screaming down for everyone's benefit.
He said that people don't use Security
as much as they could. He urged anyone who
gets in trouble downtown to call Security,
because they,possibly could help.
The Assembly also heard food complaints. There were basically two complaints
concerning the way the pancaked were served
Sunday night, and the procedure for obtaining second helpings.

Treasurer Cheri Bailey reported that
she was in the process of doing a monthly
budget report.
Scot Lehigh, Public Information Chairperson, said two representatives have resigned
from the Stu-Rep Assembly and have been
replaced by Herb Perry and Tim Carstens.
by Kathleen McHug h
Dwight Darrow, Committee ChairLarry Branyan, the Student Associaperson, announced the appointments of
tion Academic Life Chairperson, believes
Christopher Hasty and Alison Jones to the
his function is to l?e a liaison between the .
Educational Policy Committee.
faculty, administration and the student
body. .
As Chariman of the Academic Life
Committee, Branyan is one of five student
members of the Educational Policy Committee (EPC). All changes in the curriculum have
by Tom Stall
to be brought before the EPC, which is
At the November 27 meeting of the
chaired by Dean Jenson.
Student Association, Sid Mohel, iBxecutive
The EPC has recently been reviewing
Chairperson, reported the lawyers in the
the report of the EPC sub-committee on
Spencer Aitel case overcharged the Stu-A.
degree requirements. The sub-committee was
He said it was being looked into and would
originally following a request by the Stu-A
be taken care of. He also announced that the
Executive Board that the entire work load be
budget request will not be ready by Dec. 1.
b y Thomas St all
be re-evaluated. The report was presented to
Sav Zembillas, Cultural Life ChairPresident Strider last May and came under
sereview
lias
worked
out
a
new
The Stu-J
person , announced that the next event will
review by the EPC at the beginning of the
lection
process
to
recommend
to
the
Stu-A
be "Ends and Odds," a production of short
semester.
Executive
Board.
At
the
November
16
meettheatrical pieces by Samuel Beckett. ZemThe EPC has devoted a considerable
ing, the Review Committee passed a motion
billas also announced that the Boston Ballet
amount
of time to discussing the Bundy
suggesting the selection committee consist of
will be appearing in the Opera House from
report
point
by point. The major issues disthree Stu-J members, three Stu-A members,
April 9 to 12.
cussed
have
concerned
area-requirements,
and three Stu-Rep members.
Social Life Chairperson Gerritt White
credit hour requirements, a change in Hie
announced the Stu-A films will not be showThe proposed process was decided on . courseload and January Program requireing any more movies until further notice , be- because the committee felt too many Stu-J
ments.
cause of security problems.
Branyan said he is one of the few acamembers on the selection board was not good
demic life chairpersons to have established
Chairman Peter Forman said he thinks it is
the consitutionally required Academic life
{Bffl&m. ' ^9B____k «b____a ^H_____. ^Hfi ^Hs _!_____¦ __H__F atSUf _m§___H_k __M___H_^_fi not a good idea for the Stu-J to pick its own
Committee in recent years. The committee
numbers. The committee felt some Stu-J
members should be present during the selechas concentrated its efforts on the goal of
preparing a directory of course evaluations
tion process, but th'sfct a majority, as it 'is
for the benefit of the student body.
set up presently, is not right.
Commitments pertaining to other demands on Branyan's time have meant that
The 3-3-3 split was chosen to create a
Branyan has had to appoint an operations
balance between Stu-J, Stu-A, and the Stumanager
for the committee. Ross Moldoff ,
dent Representative Assembly. Review Board
tL .Lw
u ^_
^
-_H____H_______. ^^_v
a Mi y F
^^r _^^ H^HH_H
the
student
selected, has proved to be of
^
^^
opinion
would
be
betmembers felt student
^HH__H_B____.
r
^**v ^>*W A*9 T__rM.-*lh \
^Lm\\mm\mW
invaluable service in preparing the prelimter represented by this system.
inary groundwork for the directory of course
evaluations.
Moldoff and other members of the
committee have been investigating other
_B_______________^____—
____________^_____^_______fl
schools that have course evaluations and
have developed a questionnaire that will
eventually be distributed to the student
body.
The original questionnaire was sub#
*•
mitted to the department heads for approval
and suggestions. Taking into account the
* TRAVEL... EARN MONEY *
... EARN A FREE TRIP ..
recommendations
of the department heads,
&
J
__________________________________ !
___________________________________ !
the committee drew up a second questionnaire that will be re-submitted to tlie department heads and , upon their approval, to the
Lauderdale
»Daytona
Beach
l#
I
Ft.
•Xrom
student body .
I*
•K- I .
during the Spring
The intention of the directory is to
H
H «T Be a Campus Representative tor al
give
students
information about courses that
Jf New England' s largest and highest ak
is
not
given
in
tlie bulletin, such as the scope
Commission Paying Agency,
IE
*
expected , the
achievement
and
level
of
A*
write
students,
Interested
y
Tf"
- . GARBER TRAVEL,
amount of time a student should expect to
*
*
1406 Beacon Street
W
•Xspend on the course and a gen eral stu dent
oxes
Brookline, MA 02146
-Jfr
.
evaluation of it.
*
or call (617) 734-2100 collect
#
&
The directory is primarily intended to
i
person-to-person to Stuart J.
f.
jf
m
concentrate
'
on 100 tund 200 level courses
al
Chason, Evenings call
at, ' .
partly
because
of time considerations of the
(617)
232-3322.
j fe
j fe
committee members but more specifically
b ecause these courses are tlie most heavily
attended.
The quest ionnaire should b e ready for
distribution shortly before finals week and
•
-«
the directory itself in a completed form by
AUFOPARTS
, INC
the end of Jaiiuary.
Branyan stressed that the commit tee
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRPVE
would appreciate having as many questionOAKLAND
na ires returned as' possible because with
more feedback the directory will bo more
Aut o Parts,Paints& Maine Supplies
accura t e , an d therefore more b enefic ial to
students.
WHERE EXPERIENCECOUNTS
Branyan is glad to answer any questions students may have oh the Academic ,
^
Life Committeeor the EPC. Even though
MSBrS fe Cofljy Colkge
ETC meetings.are not open to the public,
their content is not necessarily confidential.
Please direct inquiries to Branyan at ¦x457 ¦or
:;. - ' ¦;' :- . ':box 151. . ..
'. .
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Finally, Scot Lehigh passed out a three
page letter addressed to the Students of
Colby College concerning the situation with
the Radio Station. He asked the Reps to post
it in their dorms so that the students could .
read it.
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cut in considerablv less than if all the trees in
Ed Meadows of the Seven Islands •
a.certain section Were cut.Though it is
Land Co: gave an interesting and v&y inharder to cut in this manner the long term
formativeJalk on private forest manageeffects are better . Seven Islands have tripled
ment, at Colby recently. ' \ '' ' 7 A
growth in'the past few years arid now proHis company owns no land but it
vides 15% of wood cut in Maine though they
manages a large percentage of the privately
manage only 10% of the forests.
owned timber-land-in Maine. The philosSeven Islands is experiencing some
ophy of his company is to protect the val- •
difficulty now. The Spruce budworm has
uable asset of the forest. They attempt to
been a devastating blow to the forest inmaximize the productivity iri the long run
even if it means loss of profits at present. The dustry. Also 90% of the lands that the '
Dickey-Lincoln Dam will flood are managed
company favors selective cutting of trees.
This selectivity entails foresters going into,
by Seven Islands. The company is fighting
an area and Sharking specific trees to be
not for the profits , but for the land , a very
ciit.The trees chosen are not always the
unique resource. ____.. .. '
best trees, but the best ones to be cut. They
During January the CEC will have
may be old and weak¦ in a part of the forest
additional speakers including Will Ginn
¦that ¦needs thinning. ."
from'Maine Audobon and a person from
After, the trees have been chosen they
NRC.
must be cut individuallv and the volume

M^

•
by Bruc e D _ Brown
;
v
Merry Christmas Merry Christmas to my friends and
your friends and all the folks back in the
old home town.
To youngsters who buy perfume for
Merry Christmas to chutch choirs, . moms and ties for dads; to the thorns arid *
piano players, toymakers, inventors, and
dads who .wear them.
street sweepers. . ;:
Merry Christmas to 'kids in and out of
To those who think of back home and
school."1.
"' . . ¦ ¦'¦' ¦¦• ' :'¦• "' ¦ .• ¦¦ ' ¦ ':' ' ' ¦' '
those who do and don't like snow.
"* To poets and airplane pilots, circus • :
Arid to little pnes whbse pure excitejugglers
andliorn players, matchbdok coll- .
ment of this festival takes us who ¦have lost " !ectorsiand
. w -dancers.
:
j r 'M ; ' .'
it back to another time. . :
To little kids who make plaster Casts
Merry. Christmas to thinkers and tinkers of their-handprints, and to parents who hang
to artists and finger-painters, to long hairs •;
them in their rightful place of honor on the
arid short hairs. To no hairs¦ andTdyed hairs.
living
room wall.
'. . ' To;huggesrs. , ..
;-: ¦ . '' A": ,' /" '. -._
To the.counters of coins, the bjuilders of
¦ And to professors.
-H ;7A'
.
.^
boats,
the seekers of truth, the defenders of:. - ¦'.. ' Merry Christmas to the chasers of "
rights
and
the makers of laws.
dreamvthe counters of clouds, the fixer¦ .¦ :
say,
at
the
end of . __
And to those who
- -A ' 'K •' .' ' :. • ' .
of clocks;- - " %-: : r -7 :
their day,'that they did their best.
r .cojttMuedfrdmpage l . . .
.•.administratipn."He explains that whenever
anything went wrong on campus there was
the feeling that 'Lambda Chi did it. Sinapi
'" believes this is "a public relations problefh
in one respect arid a lack of internal government in another." He acknowledges that
7'there has been a discipline problem, and
'maybe we should have restrained people a bit
Sinapi plans on working towards generating a better image on campus, getting •
dues into the administration , fixing up
the house , and getting involved in more
"constructive " activities.;He feels the
frat can recover, as "we're a strong
brotherhood, and we have solidarity."
¦Sinapi notes there are 52 members
,
ana ii more pieages", ana he promises
.'"we'll come together , and come through
this alright." _ .
• "*

•LCA

. To the sculpto'rs of mirids, to those
who care for the infirm, and to those who "
listen
¦¦ to the wind.
'
;
•
%. •;.. And to people who hold hands.
V Ti/ grahdfathers'who.make gnarled
fingers available for tiny (dutches;
, to. :; v
grandrhbtliers who» bake cb6kies and have
time ¦to listen to the woes of a third-grader.
' .' • •' ':' "And to those who weep;at injustice
an d'ery out in fr ustration , but do riot . flee .
; 7^ :r '7A- ' :"--rfrom the battle;
f seas,
Merry Cfiffstmas to, the sailors o^
singer of 7'A A,
the planters of grairi,:and , the
' ":: " ,''• ':¦ ' , .' ' :' ¦:¦ '.:.- '¦•;V' '.' ,¦'.¦¦ ¦A77A~¦A *¦',' ¦,' ¦ •¦ i ; '
songs.
¦
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¦
" - _ .• ¦,• '•;.T6M%;;" '.. '<-- .e':V- ' .: - . - ¦r^ ,r i A ' :To historians arid grammarians, beebutterkeepers, and yiollriists, whittleris ¦arid
y '
'
'
¦
¦
'
A
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watchersr
;
'
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Merry Christmas to children who,
honor their mother and father. Arid to , ," .
children who'dj ike to , b u t have none t o h on or
' .* ' " To Hlibse:wh?b Spend their nights alone ¦
crossword on pag e19
To food bariks, charity dinning rooms, _/•
the Salvation Army arid the otliers who tend
:^^^
fe_fS_?_S
SSS ^x ^SZ
[ ^i^SgS^^K^t^S__s^^p^?s
^^^^^^ ^ ISSS
Ml .
to those who have been cast aside.
^!^^ ^.^i
: To Mom and Dad.
;
And to; people who don 't step on :¦; - ~
'
"
'
ants; ;-, v " '- . . ,".- . ' ;' .-" . ' • ' : ' A' ' 7:7 : ':¦ ' ¦ : ' ; ' . '
Merry Christmas to bubblegum
chewers, to those willing to part with the
find happin*';
sweat .of their brow, to those,who
:
'
at garage sales; ' * aA " ' :/: : ' : 'a - ' ::: - '
share.
.. .
To
those
who
'
' ¦ ' • ' Arid .Merry Christmas to you. ,
v,
C Most of alL Merry Christmas to you, ,

•STU-A/MHB
continued f r o mp age 1

will result in a two to three year extended
rental of the teletype at a cost of $122 a
week.
In a notice posted on campus, Mohel ¦ .
said that the Student Association will pay
for both of the AP services for the 1978 calenda r year, and will pay rental charges for the
teletype for "the rest of the 1978-79 fiscal
year." This ends the Stu-A policy of last
month when payment for the AP service was '
made "pending further investigations'''of alternative news sources. . V\. v
Members of both the Stu-A and WMHB
feel the present six-point proposal is the best
possible resolution to what was a heated arid
often personal disagreement between the two
organizations. However, the situation has riot
been completely resolved; a member of
VVMHB's Executive Board said "We may have
this kind of problem again when future StuA boards have to fund the AP because the
school policy is that one Stu-A board cannot
bind a future board."
Social Life Chairperson Gerrit White
said "There were some tough, vibes for a
while because it seemed like WMHB was
going down the tubes , but now the Tubes,
an avant garde rock group, "may be coming
to Colby in the spring*."
The station will resume broadcasting
after the Christmas vacation during the second week of Jan-Plan. WMHB Program Director Frank Harding said the first week will
be used to "get things rolling to tighten up
our presentation and be more consistent on
the air."
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Page Six
Lastweek the Echo interviewed Robert
NewtonAnthony, Colby 's new Chairman of the
Board of Trustees. Anthony was born on September 6, 1916 and graduated f r om Colby in 1938.
He lias been a member of the Board of Trustees
Executiveand Budget and Finance Committees
since 1960. He is currently serving as Chairman of
the Presidenti alSearch Committee. ' •., - .
Anthony has taught Management Control
at the Harvard Business School for twenty-three
yearsand has written 24 books on the subject.
He has served on committees a s diverse as
.the AdvisoryCommittee on Line-of-Business reportingto the U.S. Federal Trade Commission
,
and the Board of Nominationsfor Ohio University's AccountingHall of Fame.
From 1965 to 1968, Anthony was the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and
in 1968 was awarded the Department of Defense
Medal for DistinguishedPublic Service.
He is well-knownfor his love of cats and
has spoken at Colby on their role as symbols for
man's everyday life. '

Echo question: I guess the first question is,
how did the Presidential Search meeting go
tonight?
Anthony answer: I can't make any comments about what happens in the meetings.
E: I mean the preUminary interviewing, is .
it going along as it should?
A: It's going along as it should.
E: Can you tell me approximately what the
situation of the final four is,-when an announcement of who they are might take
place?
A: Well, there won't be any announcement
until we have a president. That's the way
this thing has to work because we are dealing
with people who.are already happily employed where they are, and because we
don't know which of them is going to be
the person, it would be embarrassing to "
everybody else if names got out except for
one name. I hope that there will never be
anything more than one name. In a presidential selection there is one name and that
is the riew president's.
E: So you don't think that when these four
come up for the ori-campus interviews
they'll be identified?
A: That ¦ is correct. Absolutely not.¦
j-

.

'

¦-" ' ¦
•

'

'.

.

- •

¦

E: Because I remember someone on the
Searph Committee, !think it was Mr. Archibald, said he'd hoped each of the four
would give some kind of public address at
Colby.
A: I doubt it. It's possible, but I would
doubt it. If they did , that would obviously
reveal names. There are some circumstances
where that could happen. If there is someone who has already publicly said that he's
available for a job then there is no problem,
You understand the whole idea of this is
to protect the people we are considering •
no other purpose than that. We must pro- ,
tect our confidence with them or else we'll
never get any of the candidates that we
want. We are not actively seeking unem- ;
ployed persons.
E: The Echo interviewed President Strider
two years ago and one of the things lie said
wliich surprised many students at that time
'was that he thought a curriculum with four
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courses as the norm would be preferable to
the current norm of five for various reasons.
¦
What's vour opinion ,of this question? ' •:
A: It sounds like an ongoing discussion, and
it would not be appropriate for a trustee to
comment at this stage of the game;The
faculty is discussing this thing right now,
and we come in at a later stage.

Echo Interviews New

'¦'*"
*"
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E: A question which seems to be in some .
students' minds is that of then role in;:
making decisions, like five courses or four
courses, Jan Plan, i.e., major-academic
policy decisions. What do you see as the
best role of student input
¦ ¦into
¦ major deci,. . ¦ • '¦.
sions?

E: So if I wanted to find out how many men
were in "J" company I'd call you up and
ask you?

A: Are you familiar with the Constitutional
Convention that we had about seven or . ..
eight years ago? As a result of tiiat we
changed the government of the .college
quite a bit. And one of the things that was
done was to insure student participation
on, I think, most all corirunittees. Not on .
the Budget and Finance Committee. not on
the HonoraryvDegree's Committee, but on
most Board Committees and the Education
Policy Committee. Anyway, I think that's
"
fine.

E: Literally 100,000? !

A: Yes. Well, you wouldn't necessarily ask
us directly because there were 100,000 people in my organization. '
A: That's stretching it a little. I was the
comptrojler of the Dept. of Defense and A..
from that offlce .branchesoff the comp- '
trollers of theAimy, Navy, and the Air
,Force.Arid underneath them .is the comptroller organization. But the whole organization from the bottom up is about 100,000
7: '< ¦.' ;:
peoples... .'
E: Were you in a decision-making position
as far as policy goes?

E: You think it's sufficient? •
A: Yes, this was a big debate. Should we
go to the thing like a senate, which would
be a governing body of faculty, students arid
and administrators. This was debated and
debated, and it was finally decided; no.
And I think it ?s a good idea. I think it'sm
about right now as far as my experience
with the Trustee Committees goes, which
is the only thing I'm really competent to
talk about . I don't know about other student participation on the campus .But, you
know we have a student representative on
the Presidential Search Committee:who is
very good, very helpful. There are also two
students ori the Campus Advisory Committee. So the, students are involved in the process. I think you'll find that they don't hesitate to speak their minds , and .we listen;
E: I think the bone of contention in the "
past has been that the students' role in.the
EPC has not been as representative as was
;¦

hoped.:

-,

A: How could it be more so?
E: Perhaps more students¦' ori
the comm it¦• / .¦"
tee? ' . ' ¦
A: Remember again ,'!can only talk about
the Trustee Educational Policy Committee
and I've never heard any feelings similar to
this there. We have two students ori the com
mittee and I have, riever.heard any feel¦
ings from them. :
.".;>
necessary.' All you've got to do is have
enough to make sure tliat you get the students' point of view, and I think we do."AA
E: Could .you tell me a little about your
role in the Johnson administration?
A: Yes. I was Assistant Secretary of Defense(Comptroller)frbrri 1965-68. As compttoller I was responsible for the numbers
in the dcpartiherit^ . ' .;^ ¦'' ;.;- . ' ¦ Z ' :- ' •
' ¦ "''
E: The statistics? ,
:,- . .
A : All quantitative recurring information
is the way it was referred to.

Seafood and international Vegetarian
'
^

>

—/j

A: The Secretary makes the decisions;!
was a staff .member. But the-budget that
we made had lots of decisions in it. In 1968,
I think,it was for $90 billion. At that time
it was the largest budget ever made by .one
organization in history. Since then they have
been larger." ..

Union at B&G?
E: There's an article in the Echo this week
that B&G workers aie considering unioni- ,
zing. Do you have an opinion on; this? '
A: I don't know anything about it.
E: What about in a hypothetical situation?
A: No-I don't want to deal with a hypo- '
thetical question. You must remember that
the Board of Trustees must be very careful
in not meddling iri the actual operation of ;
tlie college. That's the worst thing in the,>
world for us to do. It's the President's job
to administer the*'college and he reports to
the Board of Trustees. Anytime that the , '
Board starts meddlirig into these sorts of _
situations, it's not very good for anyone'
involved; l : - \ . "\ ' * *7; '' _ v :" ;, -:\
most
E: Does the Board make
¦
¦¦:: final deci' :
sions? 1' ' ' : -'' . ' - ' 'A ' -• ' ¦" ' ' - ¦ : ' / - ' - ' 'A ; A
A: It makes all the final decisions. We're
ultimately responsible for the college—:
legally responsible.
E: Would something like the unions come
up at a Board meeting? If a decision were
made , would it be by the Board of Trust- .'
ees? 'A ' " . { :: . '/ , . .; : 1 a ' ' '- ' ':- : - ¦• ¦7' r ''A' - ' • . -;
A- It depends. But as I don't know, any-/ ;
thing about the situation , I j ust can't speculate; But the general decision should be ,
clean; that the Boar d has the ultimate

•

authority, but if it tries to meddle in the
ongoing operations of the college, thea
it is not a good situation.

Role of Frats?

E: ' Another question_concems the fraternities on campus in light of the vote by ~ . 7
the Dartnouth faculty to abblish their : ."
fraternity system by a 3.1 vote^This seems ' .' .
to .hive people at Colby thirikirig about what
the value of the Colby,fraternity system is \
to the schobl-what it should be iand what ;
it could be. Do you have any comrrients?
A: I'm a fraternity member of LCA, so I'm
familiar with fraternities. Some years ago,
a college around here, Williams, I think , did abolish frats, and at that time we gave thought
to this matter. I don't think we had an official committee or anything, but it was clear- '
ly determined at that time that no, we did
not want to abolish fraternities at Colby. "
I think I'm safe in saying that t know of no
movement anywhere that suggests abolish- .,
ing fraternities at Colby. But I am not at
all surprised that this Dartmouth thing has
started people thinking again. But currently
we have no official committee/. . However,
the fraternities have financial problems, arid
we have to try and keep on top of that situation .
E: I think the topic has spread ' around campus because there has been some incidents
o r . . . excessive vigor on the part of some
fraternities and I think some administrative
people feel that it's getting out of hand .
_ A: Well, again, nothing rerhotely like this
has come up before the Board. If there was
'iiomjnittee formed to discuss'this then
macninery would be set in motion.
E: If anything did . get started , could you
offer any predictions about the, putcoriie? .
A: Not at this stage ,',You see, we try to be*,.
E: .. .the unseen observers?

, " ^' : A;' . ".:. '; '

A: Yes, we'refrespbrisible:andif we see that

things aren't going right, we have a responsibility to look into l.t , But we have to be very
caretul not to meddle.
E: Some of the people-seem' to feel that your
position as Head of the Presidential Search
Committee and Head of the Board of Trustees might be a little too much.
A: I agree .with them. What do they want me
to do?
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A: I think all the people involved iri Southern¦
African movements agree with this criteria. .
There was wide participation in developing it.
There isn't any agitation anywhere that I
know of about investment in South;Africa
riow that this agreement has been reached.

BBardmEairMan
that 'we're ori the list now." Indeed, 1
think withoutexception that's the case.

continued f r om pa ge6
E: Well, I guess they want you to explain how
you can do both?
A: Well, the Chairman of the Search Committee will end in the forseeable future , then
I will be just Chairman of the Board. But if
they have any suggestions as to making my
life easier, tell them to let me know. . .The
___.

'

E: Yftiat it seems to me is that there is a
sort of criteria for inclusion on this list,
wluch l'd imagine was some sort of equality treatriient between the black and white
workers, and if a company is seeri as fulfilling these, it?s on the list.
'
A: Eight. . . .
- :'

' New Library ?

tL: Do.ypu know what alternatives are being
suggested for a new library, if there are any
being suggested?
.
A: There are many alternatives. But you're
not going to see any ground broken for quite
a while. This is a very big thing.It's a terribly complicated matter because on the one
hand, with the present technology we are
running out of space in the library, but on
the other hand , the technology may change
so quickly that we'll "end up with 'more space
than we'll know what to do with. Lots of
people's opinions are involved in this. It's
in it's early stages. Much work is beingdone
on this, I can assure you of that. But it's far
too early to say what will happen.*
..
E: Is one oif the plans being considered to
demolish, the library?
A: Yes,.itis,;but it's by no means the best
solution.-See-we can do quite a lot with
that, building and we can do a lot more
by adding onto the back of that building.
That's the second level of things. The
third level is to build a new building.

Colb y 's 'Image'
Tola Skari, Robert Anthony,DougArchibald, Earl Smith
presidential search process is already well
underway. And Palmer, the former Chairman
of the Board , was also a member of the Search
Cprnmittee from the bejginning* He's still there
and l'nvstill there and the situation isn't a
whole lot different tharf when
he was chair::
:'' -.^ : v ;v ' ;:AA/ . "¦¦•. - -7 .7..
man.

South African Stock

E^.Couldyou tell us.what position the committee formed last year to study Colby's L i ;
stock holdirigs in African Companies? 7;A ;
A:'We're essentially adopting a plan that is v
called, Ptliirik, tlie GeneraTMotors Agreement
on Sduth^Africa vWhich is generally regarded ¦>
to be an excellent agreement; It is too simplistic- to say \"don't go to ISbuth Aftica ,'' because certain kinds of things are w'haj South
Africa needs the" most. Geheral Mbtors has
'. setiiujpia committee and developed this policy
of what's right arid wlmt'f wrong; arid a v ; '
jgreat riiariy cbmpariies have agreed to follbw '
thatpbUcyr We hayefitt list of^
ariy-pf out irwestiti^ to
riot ori that list^y/e write those, companies ,
and most likely tiiey. v-^U'm^
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E: Arid, to the best of your knowledge, all
the companies that Colby has stock in are .
on this list?
A: To the best of my knowledge. But I clo
not want to say that unequivocally, there
"may -he one or two qompanies that we ajre
uncertain about . But let's say that everybody
is,either on that list or we are looking into
the situation.
E: .Cbuld it be fair to say thaj if they aren't
.woricliig to gel on tlie list , then there's going
to befurther investigation?
A: Oh yes. But it's a very complicated problem. In the first place, if there was hb effort
likejthis at all,,to;try to discriminate ,; the
:BbaH'oFTir
isteesr^
say <?we will
hot put rnpney On any cbnipany that irive;sts
in South Africa.'' Because we have a strong
legal responsibility to invest the endowment
people haveTeTtto~ us iri a prudent way."And
we could get sued by anybody that's left tliat
money saying that it is prudent to Invest in
such arid such a company arid you are not
doing it; This is the side of the coiri that a
lot of people didn 't think of when this., first
cam6 along, tibw that a great many of the
largo , well-known companies have signed tlie
agreement , it's all set; \ " r} 7:' A}.. • • 7.
E:;; Assuming tliat the criteria of tlie list is
ah d
abtiifdl^toihg;'^
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E:•In*the four years that I've been here,
the feeling I've gotten is that Colby is
becoming m ore aware oftits image, its
stature, as compared to other, schools,
tliat it's been trying through plant improvement, and increasing the academic
demands and expectations on the students
to make,a conscious. effort to raise the
status of the school iri comparison to ;:
other schools. Arid I'm wondering, what '
are ' the other, schools that Colby either
sees itself comparable to now or would
like to be comparable to. And to what
extent this kind of status has been ¦
realized?
.' . .'

Page Seve
percentage of students gomg onto graduate school, but that's not so. That is,
Colby doesn't aim to be a preparation for
graduate. or professional schools, the way
say Harvard does where 90% of the undergraduates go onto graduate school .So
Harvard undergraduate education is just
a preparation for going onto school.
Colby is different , it's a mixture, about
half go on to further
¦ education , half
do not. ' - . '. '

E: My feeling about this isthat I think;
unfortunately at times, the college has
gone a little too far. in its emphasis on
seeing Colby as compared to other schools.
In other, words, the emphasis on being
better or worse than them may have a
bad effect in that it may detract from
the emphasis on Colby as a good school in
relation to its own ideals, to what's important to Colby as a school in itself.
A: I don't follow this. I didn't intend
to give the impression that we were
going to copy other schools.
E: No, that's not what I meant...

,

A: ...I don't know, I'm competitive
and I want to be the best in whatever
it is. However, I can tell you it's ex- ;
tremely difficult to measure education in
terms of better or worse. For example,
I'm currently a consultant to the;Controller
General of the .US:, and we are studying
some 500 million dollars that the government has spent to help higher education
and the question is, "was the money well
spent or f_ bt?' : And it's very difficult
to say. There have been no studies of
education that give conclusive results
that one system is better than another
except in such matters as reading and
arithmetic. All the other areas government
can test: various teaching methods, class
size audio visual ys human beings, and so
~bn. But you cannot prove that one is any
better than another by any known test and
it's just a matter of jud gment.
E: Well, perhaps a case can be made at
Colby that there are founding principles
and, I think, there's a docurrient of "Colby's
philosophy" and that the actualization of
those ideals is the better the school is,
that the more it embodies those kinds of
principles in actual practice.

A: Exactly, but you can't prove those
principles are the right ones in the first
place. And second you can't measure how
well what happens here acheives those
principles. There's no way of measuring
by any statistical test or apparatus that
you know of. It's a matter of judgment,
A: Well, this is nothing that's gone on only
And so when you say what do we do to
in the last four years. Colby is a college
that has been moving up and up ever since we get better , well we just do what in our
judgment makes it better , and we hope
we mpved to Mayflower hill , and indeed
it's right.
before that. So, what we are looking at
•' '
• \ :'
'
_
as our competition now , are in the first
E: Well, I think what I was saying about
place primarily Eastern colleges like
a bad effect from seeing Colby in relation
Ajmherst ^ WiUiams , Bowdoin , Bat es , :
to other schools is that it might detract
Middlebury , and colleges of that general
from seeirig Colby as carrying,out tlie
character. We are also talking jibout a
principles that Colby has. established.
liberal arts college, not a university, and
a campus colege , not a city college .
A: But now you're getting back, to the
implication that we're trying to copy
. '. ¦ ' ¦
other schools.
E: Do you think Colby's reput ation ,
has risen to the ppinf of those schools
E: No, not that Colby is trying to copy
or dp you think it's something still. ': ¦ ' ¦':
other schools , but that it's seeing itself .
¦
;¦ ¦; ' ' •
being worked on. - ^
.
in relati on to other sch ools.as b et ter or
^
worse than tliem. Rather than better or
A: I think Colby's .reputation is excellent,
worse than what it wants to be itself.
but we will never stop working on ii~
Neither will the other schools because ,
A: Ok, yes, that's a tenable philosophy, but
we 're all trying to get better . And'the •
it's riot one I agree with.,I think in this
number of colleges that wc neled to
world ybu arc always measuring yourself
try to be better than is not all that large,
against soriiebody else...

E: Well,how would Colby be better tiiari
other schools? Would it bo in terms of the
grade scores and iricb'nilng classe's or
f nculty ' membcr8?' :' ' :«;-v^
A: I think probablyItliat wo are talking "
about tlio profile of incoming classes, '
there's a lot more to it than grades. But
the overall profile .is tlio best ind icati on
of what people think of the fcolloge. You
is in
me ¦ '
might think that the, pnyoti
,
,¦
¦

- :°A
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E: Whether that's good or bad,..

A: ( But that's the way it.istNow I come '

from a school that will accept nothing
but the best in the world; Well, you say
wc shouldn't worry about whether we are
the best in the world , and wo probably
should n't , but we do ; Colby is a great
school but we want to make it better,
Everybody will say this forever about
bo'
That is, we will;never
satisfied*.,
¦•Colby.
'
;¦ ' > &¦¦:?
'
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Aifirmative Action Policy Pxaniitied
by Jane Eklund
In 1974,21 of Colby's 137 faculty
positions - about 15%- were filled by Women
An Affirmative A ction Program was established at that time to ensure that women
and minorities are recruited for positions in
the faculty, as w ell as in the student body, *
the administration and the staff.
Because Colby is not a federal contractor, it is not subject to government regula- '
tions concerning ratios of male to female
faculty members. The policy does not include any specific numerical goals, but
presents a set of guidelines to be followed
by all departments when filling vacancies.
Department Chairpersons are required
to advertise positions nationwide, in publications and with placement groups including minority and women's organizations..A
list of journals and organizations in which
an opening is advertised must be submitted
to Administrative Science Professor Yvonne
Knight , the Director of Equal Employment
Opportunity. It is the responsibility of Dean

of Faculty Paul Jenson to ascertain that theproper procedures.have been carried out. Appointments are made by Departm ent Chairmen or Departmental Committees, with approval by the Dean of Faculty and the President.. x . : a:.

sons to recruit women applicants. "I'm satisfied that we are fulfilling Our obligations to
make these openingsTiatiorially known." She
said in some kreas there aren 't many qualified women, and that Colby's geographic location is not attractive to women, especially
single women.

It .was estimated in 1974 that 33 facul- .
ty vacancies would occur by the academic year
1979-80. Jhe program states: "According to
the guidelines stated herein* the College will
encourage the candidacies of qualified women
and minorities in its attempt to fill all of these
vacancies. It would be, desirable for women
to be represented on the Colby faculty within
a range of one-fourth to one-half of the total
number of faculty members.

In reference to the Affirmative Action
Program's goal of women comprising between one-fourth and one-half the total faculty, she said, "We haven't done what we
wanted to do." She added,-though , that she
does not feel women applicants could have
been recruited more fully.

"Further, the College will try to select
women to represent a variety of disciplines
and avoid too heavy a representation iri just
>
. :
a few areas." :
; ;
^
.According to Knight , the deficiency of
women ori the faculty is not due to lack of
efforts on the part of Department Chairper-

Dean Jensen termed the goal a "longrange view." He said he feels the Department
Chairpersons are doing their best to actively
recruit women applicants. He said discrimination charges have been brought up against the
college, but all have been cleared.
There are now 30 women on a faculty

Z
Th ursday ; December 7-1978
of 171 at Colby, about 17%, or one-sixth.
An Affirmative Action Pblicy Advisory
Committee, consisting Of representatives /
from.the faculty, the administration, the "
student body and the staff , was set up in .,'
1974 to review and recommend improve- ';.? . '
' mentis to the policy, and act as a hearing : A- board for grievarices. Ea:ch member serves 'A
two years .
' ¦ ¦' :A7AAA:'y ' ~-: i ' n
According to Knight , the committee .
has had two meetings this semester, arid is ;' :'
just getting organized because half of its ¦*•
members are new each year. She said they
,are wbr|king on nunor revisions to the-policy.
Geology Professor Harold Pestana, a
member of the Affirmative.Action Commit-:
tee, said the problem.with the faculty apr .,'¦
pointnienf process lies in individual differences between Department Heads and Departmental Committees. He said it's possible that
qualified women applicants can be eliminated
in the first stages of the selection process because of the criteria being used. "If you want
to hire women, it seems to me you should '
look at the women and not at the schools
they went'to ," he said.
He added that he feels the current me
thod of hiring is probably the best way, because only members of a department can
evaluate an applicant's qualifications.
As far as women faculty members^
Colby is on par with other, small New England colleges. At Bowdoin College, 15% of
the faculty positions are held by women; at
Bates, 18%, at Middlebury, 2\%.
_._... .
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Come in and say hello to the new owners, ,
Dave and Anne Palmer, Colby '57 and '55.
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A Service Of Carols
And Lights
Promises, fulfillment , and celebration
garet Small, and the English Handbell Choir,
will be themes of the annual service of carols
directed by Wayne Siladi , of the First Bapand lights of Colby College.
tist Church of Waterville. A flute ensemble
The observance of the holiday season
of
15 musicians, directed by Jean Rosenwill be at 7:30 p.m., Thurs. Dec. 7, in Lori- _ .
mer Chapel. The public is welcome.
blum, will also play.
Director of the service will Be Prof. Adel
The service will begin with bells, J.S.
Heinrich. The Rev. Roland Thorwaldsen , the
Bach's Prelude in A Minor, and Franck's Precollege chaplain , will officiate.
lude in B Minor , played by Becky Alex, a
Joining the Lorimer Chapel Choir will
senior from Covina, Calif. The flute ensemble
be the Adult Choir , conducted by Mrs. Marwill olavTianders "Sarabanda ."

The choirs will sing a carol introit,
"Joy to the World," with English handbells,
based on a medieval carol. •
Opening prayers, readings and congregational carols will lead to the final musical
conclusion of the first part of the service:
"Glory to God in the Highest," by Alexander
Peloquin;and two carols for congregation,
choirs, bells and flutes .
The theme of celebration will include
a carol medley for solo English handbell,
arranged and played by Siladi , a junior from
Stamford , Conn. The choirs will then sing
"The Snow Lay on the Ground,"by Leo
Sowerby, and "Sussex Carol," an English
song.
While the candles are lit, the flute ensemble will play Gabrieli's Sonata. Following
the congregational singing of carols by candlelight, a benediction will lead to the final carol ,
"Silent Night."

"Feeh Good To Me"- "Heaven Tonite"
by Dave Ashcraft
That time of the year when everyone
goes put and buys presents for each other
is rapidly approaching, and the shrewd
record companies have timed their riew
releases to be available just in time for
Christmas buying.
Records make fine gifts for your
musically-minded friends and relatives,
(and also for you!) but the hardest choice
is what to buy. Right now there are quite
a few worthwhile new releases, and many
of the major bands have put albums
out within the past six months.
'
The Rolling Stones and the Who have
both come through with solid albums to
reaffirm their status. Eric Clapton's new
Backless merely shows his further decline.
Bruce Springsteen has a solid new recbrd
out, but when his upcoming live album ¦
finally comes but it should fulfill everyone's expectations.Kansas and Jefhro full
have both recently released double Uve
sets, and both prove to be excellent records
Neil Young and Van Morrison are ...'. also active again. Both with new discs and
national tours. The new Yes album is a
nice departure for them, while Boston's ' .
second effort consists of cover versions
of the songs on their first. If you like
Steely Dan, but don 't y et have many of .
their albums, there is a well-put-together
double record set of their creates hits.
This vast array of good music
d oesn't make the choice of which record
to give any easier , though. Of course, you
can always play it safe and choose a classic,,
like Bluesfo r Allah, Feats Don 't Fail Me Now,
or Beck's Blow By Blow. But if you are
interested in good new musi c, the new
Grateful Dead alburii is just out. Upon _
first glance of t he cover one m ight guess
that the album is a bi t of a departure ,
from past efforts. Shakedown Street features
a drawing by cartoonist Gilbert Shelton,
author of the famous Freak Brothers comics
The alburii itself is a bit of a mixed blessing.
There arc several fine tunes on it , including
a strong version of the old Rascal's classier
^
a ' concert" ;' ,' ',
Good Lovin, Fire on the Mountain,
favorite, and JNeed a MimleAThe title f cut ha& caused some people to accu so:the
Dead of playing disco music, arid while . ' .'¦;
there is a distinct funk bent to the sorigi : ' -s
the rest Is pure Dead , tills band has most .
certainly been trying to appeal to a s
wider audience^as of late; and in doing this ;
they have stopped plriyJng.thc!kind of • |
progressive music that originally earned
them their popularity.; :
y
Aside from the funk excursion , ,
there is a more bluesy fool to this album ,

a change that may be due in part to the
new producer, Lowell George of Little
¦
Feat. A 'AA-AA A.
;. ' . ,' . . . ..
While Shakedown Street contains many
moments of interest, it ultimately is an
album that will appeal primarily to fans .
of the band. Perhaps it's time for another
live album from the Dead, so that everyone
can hear the bandin their natural element.
Dither less-known but well-produced..:
albums for the giving are:
Cheap Trick — "Heaven Tonite^' ¦/;¦¦

;

Cheap Trick are a hot little rock barid
who have just recently had their first taste '•;
of success after seyeral years of hard work. ;
Their third album Heaven Tonight has
earned itself deservedly good sales, and
even prpduced a small lut single with . \*

Greg Kihn Band - "Next of Kihn "
. Greg Kihn's third album features
some of the freshest ,most exciting sounds
of any rock album released this year.
The music isn't anything that hasn't been
done before , it's just that it is done particularly well.
Kihn writes intelligent arid energetic
songs with an emphasis on melody. Even
the hardredged-rpeking tunes feature
excellent singing and clean harmony vocals,
lending a pop touch to the procedings.
; histrumentally, the*ire is a very
appealing mix of acoustiqand^electric
guitars, with excellent lead guitar fills
fleshing out all of the tunes. This is "powerpop" at its best, combining the strength
of hard rock with irresistable vocal hooks
and catchy choruses. Ij i all, a very listenable
arid worthwhile album with absolutely \

ifttense jazz-rock of If You Can't Stand the
Heat... to the sensitive piano-trombone
duet of Springtime in Siberia.
All of the players involved contribute
to the album, making it a true group effort ,
instead of the boring ego trip that many
solo albums turn out to be. Allan Holdsworth's guitar playing is particularly outstanding, and Jeff Berlin shows his bass
technique to be in the Stanley Clarke Jaco Pastorius range. The only possible
drawback to this album is the singing of
Annette Peacock, who appears on three
of the ten songs. While her vocals provide
a good contrast with the instruments,
one wonders if her contributions are always
.
entirely appropriate.
In aill, this is an intelligent, varied
and extremely well-crafted album by one
of the world's best drummers, and is
recommended to everyone interested in
something that is deliriously different .
Pat Metheny Group

Pat Metheny started but by playing
with Gary Burton for a number of albums,
but he has now formed his own group in
order to play his own style of music.
This is his second album with*this group.
All of his playing companions are very
talented. Pianist Lyle Mays is particularly
impressive, as his lyrical, flowing solos
complemen t Metheny 's subtle, underplayed
guitar lines perfectly. The two have
written a batch of superb compositions
no weak cuts - so try it, you 'll b e sure
Surrender. This song typifies the group, arid
as well, and this album is as consistant as
pairs a hard-rocking tune with infectuous
to like it.
it is beautiful.
The total effect is one of placidness,
high pop harmonies. This lighter vocal approach
like smooth ripples on a clear lake , with
Bill Bruford - "Feels Good Jo Me "
perfectly offsets and complements their riffsome exciting moments as well. The
dominated rock.
nature
of the music is such that these
looks
If
tlie
name
Bill
Bruford
,
,
Cheap
Trick's
style
is
difficult
:
do not immediately "grab"
moments
it
should.
Bill
was
a
you
familiar to
,
to pin down, b ut th e music is b oth
need
a few listenings before they
you
,
but
.
founder-member of Yes, and he quit that
danceable and singable. The band has
appreciated.
As is usual with
can
be
fully
b
an
d
at
the
i
r
p
eak
t
o
p
ursue
d
i
fferent
been influence d by many English groups,
th e soun d
records
on
the
ECM
label,
'
and their sound is not unlike a heavy metal
musical directions with Kirig Crimson.
v ¦
an
d
t h e cymbals
,
q
ual
i
ty
i
s
i
mmaculate
.
version of the. Beatles , if.you ¦ can iriiagine
been
the
tour
drummer
Since then he has
your
room.
seem
to
float
out
all
over
" ,-'
that.
for Genesis, and also played with the top<
,
Pat
Those
ofyou
who
saw
the
Vocalist Robin Zan d er is one of
notch progressive ban ds, Gong an d National
need
Met
h
eny
Grou
p
Here
last
y
ear
w
ill
the rnajor strengths of the band , as he
Health,
with
a
taste
no
urging,
but
everyone
else
B
il
l
has
assembl
ed
is able to sing widely differing styles very
For his solo album,
'
for
creative
arid
refined
music
should
The
guitarist
effectively; He ranges from strong, raspy,
musicians.
an all-star cast of
almost shouting vocals to lightweight pop
is Allan Holdswortliywhq nowlplays 7 i;, ;.. v ¦•. ., discover this group and album . All of the
singing effortlessly.
in Bruford's current band j U;K.Also appearing musicians involved here are still very
•youn gv and this group may well prove to
Combined with the slashing power
on the record are National Health's Dave
be alea der in the 1980s -it will be
chords and witty songs of loader Rick
Stewart on keyboards, Jeff Berlin ori bass,
exciting to watch them and find out!
Niclson , this band delivers vibrant rock •
Kenny Wheeler on trombone , arid Annette
A Well , that roun d s ou t th is b atc h of
that sounds different on every cut; The
Peacock on vocals.
records.
I hope that you will investigate
group is also prolific. They arc now in
Tlie compositions on this album are
some
of
th is music, or perhaps give one
the studio to record their fourth album
mostly progressive rock with some jazz
of
these
albums to a friend as a gift, Since
in two years (not counting their Live in
overtones in places, The songs are bouncy
you will never really know what these
Japanr record).Ifyou want to haw yourself"
and enj oyable , and several feature Bill
albums sound like until you hear them
some fun ; check out Cheap Trick, because
playing the lead melody line on vibes,
yourself,
b e a dventurous an d give them
"
they specialize in it. ,
Tlie album blends moods nicely, from the

a try!

"Fear Eats The Soul
&MoreAt Colby
During the past two semesters, Colby
students have had the opportunity to see
some of the best of the old and the new in
German cinema. It has taken the Germans
almost fifty years to bridge the gap between
the classics of the '20's, such as Josef von
Sternberg's "The Blue Angel" and Fritz
Lang's "M," and the New Wave of the '70's,
as represented by Rainer Werner Fassbinder's "Effi Briest" and Werner Herzog's
"Every Man for Himself." This last film ,
jointly sponsored last spring by Film Direction and the German Club, was the most
successful and talked about film in the '
1977-1978 series.

As a result of the success of this joint
venture , German Club and Film Direction
have been working togetherjn the organization of a German Film Festival during
the month of January, and we are pleased
to announce that, through the generous
assistance of the Goethe Institute Boston,
we will be bringing to campus five of the
best films from the new wave.
The first , to be shown January 13,
will be Herzog's "Aguirre, the Wrath of
God" (1972), considered by many critics
to be his best film. Gerald Clarke of Time
(March 20, 1978) states that "the film , a

kaleidoscope of die fabulous and the bizarre , would be noteworthy even if it
stopped after the first riveting scene." The
following evening, January, 14, we have
"The American Friend ," directed by Wim
Wenders, a lesser known but very promising
young director. Completed in 1977 , the
film star Dennis Hopper and is described '
as.a "complex, menacing, visually rich
thriller about the strange criss-crossings
among a Hamburg artisan , a French gangster and a mysterious American go-between." Herzog's "Land of Silence and Dark
ness" (1971), dealing with the world of the
deaf and blind , will be shown January 20.
.The fourth film , "Nordsee ist Mordsee ,"
shown January 25, was recommended to
us by the Goethe Institute because of its
underrated qualities, but at present we have
no additional information. The final film
will be Fassbinder's "Ale: Fear Eats the

Thursday, Decem b er 7 , 1978
Soul" on January 27. Professor Mclntyre,
who has seen the film twice, considers it
to be one of the most powerful and problematic documents dealing with current
affairs in Germany; The film centers on the
problem of the "guestworker" in Europe ,
but goes well beyond this single problem
in its treatment of human relationships.
All films will have English subtitles.
Thanks to the generosity of the sponsoring organizations, and with special thanks
to the Goethe Insitiute, all films will be
showri with no entrance charge. The Goethe
Institute has also informed Professor Mclntyre
of recent trends and techniques in German
filmmaking as an introduction to the final
film on January 27. Participants will include representatives from the Institute and informed guests yet to be announced. The
German Club and Film Direction express
their gratitude to the Goethe Institute for A
helping us make this endeavor a reality. : }-'"¦
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"The name of our town is Grover 's Corners , N.H., just over the line from M assachusetts, latitude 42 degrees , 40 minutes , '
"longitu de 70 degrees, 37 minutes . . . The
date is May 7, 1901 just before dawn . . . "
Stage Mana ger

•

•

,

Pamela Thibault, Patricia: Garrambone, Becky Rogers

Good Ni ght
Bad Ni ght
For "Our Town "
by Brigitte Raquet

The cast would have done well to
Powder and Wig?s production of Our Town
drop the attempt at New England dialect.
was, from what I heard , excellent Saturday ,
Nov. 18.1 found this information remarkable Perhaps this was the problem.
Whatever the problem , the criticism
and ironical , considering that I had been
certainly can't escape Director Bruce Martel .
sadly disappointed with it the night before.
Thornton Wllder 's Pulitzer Prize-winMany of the scenes were visually confusing.
Perhaps if Martel had had a clearcr idea of
ning play about a small New Hampshire
what he was try in g t o do , the production
t own , was robbed of its depth and feeling
by, one; a stage that was much too larcc.ano . would have succeeded. ¦
two; amaturish acting ranging from woodenFriday's performance was, however, not
'ness to excessive hysteria. Only Becky Ro gers fatal. The enthusiastic , pleased audience
Saturday must have been quite a contrast •
(M rs. Webb) was able to work with her part
expressively and accurately. '
to th e han df ul of au di ence mem b ers that
Even t he sta ge mana ger (Mark Covell a) sleepily left Waterville Opera House Friday
who could have pulled the play together
night. Neve r have I known a play to havo
such a Jockyll and Hyde tendency . I apolob y sheer p resence , was Ineffective. He often
gave the impression of being bored ,
gizc to Powder and Wig for not catching
Our Town on its "good night" .
V
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Appreciative audiences greeted Ppw- ,
der and Wig's latest production^ L 'Avare
(The Miser) by Moliere, last weekend in ' ,
Strider Theater. Although flawed in some
ways by faulty technical arid staging de-;
tails, several excellent performances helped
this produCtipri'become an overall success.
The plot' ;of LAvareis an extremely .
complicated one, and even with the aid of .
the English synopsis provided in the pro- gram, following,the line' of'action .was .often ' ;
difficult. The story revolves around an old •.
miser, Harpagpn(Playedby Peter Asher).
Harpagon wishes to marry Mariarie (Amanda
Wisel but she is in love with Harpagon 's
son, Cleante (Bill Lichtblau.) Harpagon
also has a dau-ajrter; EliseCIsabelle Ollitrault)
whom he wishes to marry off to a rich old
man, Ariselrrie (Ethan Auby) who will take heir
without a dowry. Elise however, is in love
wjtlvValere (Jay Gulbert.) A777
The story proceeds frorii there,'and * ,
after much confusion , many mistaken identities and several twists of plot, Cleante
and Mariane are united , as are Elise and
Valerie:and Harpagon remains single with;.
his beloved moriey-box.
; " _ ' . • ••'
Several of the lead performers dis- played.both. an excellent command of French,
and acting talent as well. Bill Lichtblau,
as Cleante, displayed an almost flawless
accent and phrasing. His acting was vigorous arid revealed much thought and preparation: Peter Asher, as Harpagon , also
delivered an excellent performance . His
use of French was natural and his acting
made the often 'extreme actions of the miser
very funny and believable. Diane Palombo,
as Frosine the matchmaker (Ms. Palombo
also directed L'Avare ) was appropiately
calculating and her flattery scene with _
Harpagon was very well done.
A few problems did emerge during
the course of the play. Several of the actors
in the smaller roles seemed to devote most
of their eirergy to simply remembering
their lines. Their acting suffered as.a result.
The staging in some parts of the play
was rather ' awkward- Moliere often does not
allow an excuse for anyone to leave the
stage after entering. Thus, most of the cast v
is present on stage throughout the play . ¦
This occured most often in Act V, ;: . - . '¦
and unfortunately the stage looked impossibly crowded as if everyone were lined ,
up to take a curtain call in mid-act.
Luckily, these problems did not sub- "
staritialiy detract from the enjoyment of
the play. It moved along at, a good pace,
although it was two hours long. Many of
the scenes bftlie play were very well done ,
especially; those involving IJarpagon and the /
people he affected. Costumes were realistic *
and the set, representing the interior of Harpagon's home was appro piately seedy as
befits a true miser, i,VIvare was an ambitious undertakirig for Powder and Wig.
Diane-Palombo is to be comriiended both
for taking it on and for .preseritirig a production tliat was, on the whole, well done.
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Peter Asher, miser; Diane Palombo, matchmaker
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"Mais voifs etes si beau , si sage - plus merveilleux que tous les jeunes gens!"
. M a tchmaker

Jan Plan Guttural Events
A ser ies' of three lectures will be '
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Edwin Arlington Robinson Room:
Performing Arts presents Sh akespeare's ,
,
77k American Friend , presented by
given over J an. Plan by Herbert Grottf rie d,' •
^
Rare Books withe Fine Bindings
A Midsummer Nights Dream,'
Film Direction , will be ishbwn on 'Jan. 14 ;
a professor form Oklahoma State-University..' v Dick Sewell. • . - .V:' "¦. -¦ ,. ' -:•directed by Miller Library (Monday through Friday
at 7 and 9:30 pm in LI00;: Admission $1. • , 8:30-12 and 14:30
He will be Iocturirig ' on Winthrop Smith ,
"
V Tentative dates:
Feb,
1,2
and
3
¦
¦
¦
IDs first lecture willbe on Jan. 16 at 7:30,iri the at 8 pm. : - .: . '.¦ ' ¦" ' - , ' .
¦: . <
Robinsbn'
Rbbin 1 iri tlie Library; His Ic'ctiiro '
Bediliand this Tragic VislonA\ 7 {
isi entitled
On Jan. 20th at 7 ana 9:30 pm ,, .¦ : :
¦
'¦•• ¦' ¦ ' ' On Jari; 23; he will give liisi, second lecture;^•
Uolby Museym ofArt:
• Film Direction presents land of Silence:<¦' :pri Jari. 3i, the Colby Band will - - :
This will be given at 7 ;3q in the Robinson Room ; give an informal , concert at 7:30 pm in Selections from the Permanent Collectior
and Darkness , In LiOO; Admission $1. A
. Iri the Library: He 'will also give a reading of liis Given Auditorium. Gordon Bpwic
Through
Dec. 31, Monday through Saturday ,
will
¦
' ,' ' ' ' '. : '
own poetry and fiction. Grottfried' s final lecture• direct.
[
'
;.l
4:30
and Sunday 24:30)
1051-2
; \ . ¦ ' ., ¦ : ; . : ¦:: . -•" . . '' . ' , .r ' ¦¦ ' . . A
-7
will bo on Jan . 30 at 7:30 pm i n the Robinson
On Jam 13 at 7arid 9:30 pm, Film
. MMMMMM«MBM«BM ___H_MMM«MMM
Room of tho Library. This lecture is entitled Direction presents Agtiire, Tlie Wrath of God
Existential Baseball, , ,
In L100. Admission $1.J; ' ;
"
;:
There will be a Service of Carols and
Liglits with English liandboll choir on
, Tlie f ilm Nordseclst Murdsee will bo 'shown on
Family Winter Weekend • Jah. 19
Another f ilm! Alt Eats theSoul, on Jan. 2 Thursday ;¦Dec. 7 at 7:30 pm In the Chapel.
¦Jan. 25 nt 7 and 9:30 pm in L100 Admission
¦ ¦•
*
.
•
'/
$1.
through the 21st,
at 7 and 9:30 pm in L100, Admission $1.
I- — • ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦'' • ¦ ¦ •
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Ean^aM^peiiii
In June of 1971 :, if you remerriber,
for the first time in United States' peace; ;
time history, a newspaper of general cir-;:
culation was prohibited by the courts from^
publishing news. The^newspaper was 77ie
New York Times. The news was. "The Tent- i;
agon Papers." It is true that the Supreme "
Court voided the ihjunctiph. But the decision had three' ominous, pbjrterits. V ' ; :
First: The Supreriie Court allowed
the injunction to continue for two weeks.
And it was not only against The Tiiries, 7 :
if you remember, but it also had .the effect
of restraining publication, by the Washington Post, The St. Louis Pos t-Dispatch:and' :"
The Boston Globe. " ;. •' ¦>
.¦
Second: The 6-3 majority decision ;
was two hundred words long, arid farjfrom
offering a ringing denunciation of the injunction, was, at best, a grudging reversal.
Third: Three Supreme Justices, including two now on the Court, would have
continued the injunction. Two additional
justices, both now on the Court, voted with
the majority but suggested that -insteadthe government could criminally prosecute
The Times and ThePostf ox violation of the
Espionage Act.
And Mr. Justice Rehnquist, who is
now on the Court , was at that time an
Assistant Attorney General and had advised
the government that it had to power to restrain publication of the Viet Name study.
¦ ¦ . Therefore , 1 think the Pentagon Papers contained implicit messages -that the
press was not as free an institution as we
thought it was, independent of the courts ;
that the press was not immune from court
controls on the content of news , and that
despite the wording of the First Amendment , the the government shall not abridge
freedom of the press, the Pentagon Papers
incident sent word to judges throughout
the land that under some curcumstances ,'the
courts may decide what the public is going
to read. ..
...A year later , in June 1972, the Supreme
Court decided three cases by a 54 vote and
said that reporters could be forced to testify
before grand juries because "the public interest in law enforcement" must "override"
any journalist claim under the First Arrtendmerrt. This ruling, said Mr. Justice White, "involves no restraint.. .on the type or quality
of information reporters may seek to acquire.
Now let me remind you what those
~
three cases were about:. •
In the federal case, the Justice Department wanted Earl Caldwell of me New York
Times to disclose the specific identity of two
or three persons he had seen making drugs.
Massachusetts prosecutors wanted Paul
Pappas to disclose the specific identity of
several armed militants in a storefront office.
In each case, the scope of the information was apparently important to the grand
jury investigation, an d th e inf orma ti on was

apparently not available from other sources.
This pattern, of only piercing the First
Amendment shield for specific "arid critical
information not available from others - was
generally. . 'followed by virtually every:; state
and federal court ;wMch.:^;:'^dt:^th''^he "
more than 50 subp.oenacasesthiathiE.Ve been
litigated in courts of appeal since, 1972:
'.. '-'.% Now; bearirigih fnmd the specificity of these battles to .ptpieet the First "
.'Airieridme'nVletmie. ' t^e/ y6u to May 17, }
1978; A subpoena is;issued;to ;77ie New York
:
Times arii Mr.T4rberfor ^'a^' rioted ^'all" :;'
records, "all" memoranda,"all" correspondence, "all", recordings of "all" interviews with
"all" witnesses.' for the prosecution arid "all witnesses for. the deferiseVIt is-a,witnessiist
that ran to over one hundred persoris in an
investigation which
¦ ¦ ¦ took more than
¦
¦¦ ¦• _. four
months.' - ' '"•.' ' ¦'." '
^- "• • • ¦..
This subpoena did not call for the production of a specific document or everi'a
dozen documerits.It' called Tor the production
of more than 5,000 documents - virtually the
entire filein this case. : ¦ '
And what was the justification? A single
affidavit by the defense lawyer that, based on
his "informatiori and belief," something in
those files -and was not sure what -- would
be helpful to the defense. Arid so the whole i
file must be turned over to thei judge. '
As Justice Marshall noted in his ppiriion
in this case, there really was no showing that; Aeven a single document was relevarit, no less ;
than thousands of documents. So The New ;
York Times subpoena was extremely broad . .
in its scope. There was no showing that any- •' ."':•
thing was -critical to the defense arid there
was no showing that thejnformation could - ' ..;
not have been obtained frcm "other sources. .
Well , youknow the result - criminal contempt
and a $100,000 firie and civil contempt and , ..
:.
$5,000 a day and 40 daysiri jail.
important
its
think
And by the way, !
to note here that Mr. Farter said that if the
defense could have shown some strong relevance, if they could have shown that a document was absolutely critical, he might have
been pre pared to deal with them. And of _
course, the irony of the whole case was that
after a 7-month trial it took- the jury only 3
hours to acquit the New Jersey physician ,
which certainly shows that .the information
/ held by 77ie New York Times was of no importance to the case;.. ,
... there is another pattern developing
in the cpurts.which poses ironic contradictions.
For while judges, on the one hand , are moving
to restrict the news media's protection of its ; "
information , they are alsb fnOving; on the other
. .hand , to insulate themselves from press investigation and public comment .
As many of you know , in 1976, the
Supreme Court ruled in the Nebraska Press
Association case that the courts could not . .
stop you from publishing news obtained in
open court. Well, some courts had already
sa id to themselves, iri effect: "You f ellows

¦ ¦¦
. ' 'A; ;Aj Jack tonthw-i ¦

LOVEJ OY
in the press can't publish What you can't
get.'- And they started issuing orders sealing proceedings; sealing-documents and :
from talking to prohibiting participants
*
the press. ;-~ _>i : v :
.
I can go down a.lprig line of cases
.
of judicially imposed secrecy On what we in
the press thought were public court proceedings, such as sealing all records of all cases
filed iri a court of public, record, hearing
secret witnesses, sealing off art entire criminal
trial and even, here in Maine; requiring report
ers to sign an agreement not . to report parts
of a public Court proceeding as a conditiori '
for admittance info a courtroom.
But the two cases that should interest
you most are now pending before the U.S. ~
Supreme Court from the New York Court .
of Appeals, which is the highest court in New
.¦York, and the Perinsylyariia Supreme Court.
These two 'decisions would perrhit
judgesto seal pre-trial proceedings any time

,

judges, and4awyers attending dozens of ¦.
s.tate-bench;bar-press;confeferices and scores
of privately sporisbred serriiriars every year.
- 'And whathas been tlie result of all •
this reason arid moderation? Tlie courts
have authorized tlie police to search pur; newsrooms.' They have permittedthousands
of our private memoranda and fdes to be subpoenaed en-.masse arid bur :telephdne:recprds
tobe secretly seized. They-havei destroyed ;
our journalist privilege laws.They have attempted to "make our voluntary guidelines ;..;.
mandatory. They have sent;our. reporters to ,
jail.- They have held our editors in contempt.
They have fined our publishers. And at the
same time they are trying to prohibit newss ; .
about themselves
from being given ,to the ; '.
' ¦•¦ ¦¦. ¦ ' " 'A : ~ ...Ai.A> ¦:_,.
public. " ¦
The conclusion seeriis clear:We.are7 developing a state of mind in thejudi ciary of
this nation which believes itis above-the laws
arid flieConstitution. And IIhinR the time

Jack Landau, Governor Longley,and PresidentStrider confer A

the judge , virtually in his own discretion,
thinksthat information from the proceedings¦¦
might prejudice the defendant's right to a • '
'. '¦"77.7- . '. ' . :::• , ;•• " .. .
fair trial.
V This type of censorship of court pro- . :
A.
ceedirigs contains twovinter-related dangers.
._ v: First: rshouldjike .ybuto remember
that 89% of all iridictments in this countryare settled in pre-trial proceedings. So that
if judges can seal pre-trial proceedings, virtu-. ,
ally at will, they can seal off from controversy
arid comment their own actions in 89% of the
cases in the criminal justice system.
Second: Local judges arid prosecutors
are an integral part of the partisan political
proccss'. They are appointed or elected,- generally with support from the local political
party, and th ey may even run on the same ' . .;..;¦:
ticket. To permit wholesale sealings of
criminal justice proceedings will insulate '
prosecutors and judges from any moaning- '
ful accountability to the electorate ;
In 1973,1 and a numbefof reporters,
editors and publishers issued warnings to press
organizations mat' a confrontat ion ' was de- ¦ ¦
veloping between the courts and tlie press r • '
and urging reason and moderation. I think : ,
the press¦;¦has
tried
¦ to be reasonable' ¦ and¦¦ 'mbder
. ' ate.
' ¦ ¦¦ 7 ¦ ¦:¦; , ¦'. " ¦
"A" '. - / ¦• ¦¦:•?• • • •;
There have, been a series of in-depth
studies and discussions by all sides, including
reports by a cprnmitteo of the American ' ;
Bar Association (the Reardon report) j ai> . ' *
s pec ial committee , of the Association of the; ,:
Bar of tho City of New York (tho Medina ;; u
report) , the American Newspaper Publishers
Association; and a committee of the Judicial
Conf erence of tlio, UnltoclStatos.lri addition ,
thorc havc been a plethora of law review :
articles , 23 stale voluntary bench-bar-'press;' : ;;.
agreerhents ariditfiousnnds of dollars iind' man**''
hours spent by 'news media rbprbsoritatives, ' ,'

has come for the press to stop being moderate
and reasbriable-tp look back to the response
of our Colonial ancestors in the press ~ arid to
figlit back with every tool at our disposal. v' First arid foremost I suppose this riiearis '
that •• as Katharirie Graham of The Washington
Post has said recently --we cannot become; :;
discouraged to the point where we begin "to
pull back" and to ,"abandon some stories"
and to engage in self-censorship in order to •
' avoid subpoenas or other types of litigation; ;
This detefminatlori mearis'tliiat publishers ' .
for adequaf
must b e prep are d,to spend money
1
legal representation; and that , in fact— given
the volume of these threats -- legal representabe :¦
tion on First;Amendment questions must
Ws
considered ju st as much a part of .a^rie or,
ganization's budget as priritirig
'¦ ¦ em¦:¦ ¦ ;
: costs¦ arid
M
plbyce:salaries.' '' '^ ' ' ''" • ^^ 7:- ' ' '^: ;:' •::¦¦ ::• ' - .
¦I t must be made perfectly clear to the .
¦'
;• courts that we will oppose these threats by
-y. appoalihg arid by^Writing news stories about ,
the 'situatiori in ari.atteriipt to inform the
public as to how tlieir rlglits arei being restrict '
'.. ed. ' ¦"' •' - :'' ';- ; . ' ' ' ' :. "' •' '''' ¦ . :' :lv ,"". ;-' ; "'>/' - "¦¦':, ;' ''-:^ /; '> .: ¦'"¦' . '
But there is perhaps aribtlier solution/ .,
too; Uiitil now we have playetl ,tliis,game,and
¦:.¦ofbu GiliitliU: batj lb'.on- tKe' itiirf .br thb judJBos;:- '. ::
; in their cqurtrooriis:where thoy have the last.
' - word. .Pe rhaps we, should start thinking more
¦
about fighting o'ii.our bwn-turf—the ;area;pf • .
, public ^pinion , and the>legislativeprocess.,,;;
;therp .( aro;sbr^
:,' ::; ; ^..;.;..Nb>vT;khbw^hat
of the
brs
me^h
pres^w^
priato or darigerbuisto soolc logislntiyQ ye^ .C
; liefiThe^ argue that what Congress xah;!; ' , |(^'
- ¦•¦ givo in \erirns of First Ampn^mprit^p^ i)rp-;i • :
.• "; to'ctloris^Congress coulcl 'trikb away;;'; I ;^, ' :'¦';!,;
'; ';*, , I don't have time to ' answer tills^ ar gu-' ''P', ment in-detail except;tb point ^iitvthflt; if '(.{A;
wd
tliis iirgumont was in fact yaticlli^ijien
^
V | ciyilriglits prgdrii^ntions' ceHal^
' , 'riovor Jiiivo nskdd . f or 'additional protdctibnr ' !• '
¦

¦

¦

Kir^
are too fragile to tolerate the challenging
and robust reporting of free mews media.
We can entertain some sympathy toward these two arguments without accepting
their validity.We also can concede that our
countering negative arguments - that controls over news are disastrous to a truly
democratic society - have so far been less
than totally persuasive to nations at the
opposite end of the ideological spectrum.
There is nothing to lose, therefore , and
possibly something to gain by focusing upon
the positive side of the argument , that substantial, benefits accrue to the national interest when the decision is for freedom and
against state interference . '
The benefits might be described as '
the dividends of freedom. A nation that
chooses to permit free and independent news
media generally can expect to .find that its credibility is improved , its stability is increased, and its progress toward economic
development is accelerated. " ' - John Donne in his poem made famous
by Ernest Hemingway, proclaimed that "No
man is an island" insulated from the rest of
mankind. The same is true of states. Control bf news media is an act of isoloation
among nations. It connotes secrecy and
destroys confidence. By regulating the flow
of information into a nation from the out.. .side and the access to information inside by
foreign journalists a nation forfeits its credi'" bility. ¦'¦
;
•' ..'", .
:. ; ' . . ... . .
In modern times first Russia and now
Chiria have relaxed their closed door policy
'gradually and so far incornpletely. Both ad' .¦;1,¦;:'mi.t far more visitors than they had .before
arid visits by foreign newsmen:are cdm'nTori;
. Both have permitted trickles of news ori-;;
A: ginated by foreign agencies to enter their ;
. couritrtes. ' * : :: ' : ': '.-7A ¦:¦¦/ .(¦ ,A' ' -^ . . V- ' - . ." ,
The relaxation has-nofbeeri thoughtless nor careless. Certainly it has not re- . - •
. stilted from concession to any foreign pres" - sure. It has come about because the rulers
of those countries believed that such a relaxation was i^^ national interests.
It" was a recognition that the kind of
j tight control they held over the flow of
i information in .'and, but of their countries :. ' . '
¦- '¦ denied them the, credibility wliich they '
£ fourid v they needed to make the kind of ./ -.¦, '
; prbgross they sought ariibng the ; Commbn; • ¦ 7A.
; wealth of:Nations.
: V ;
77; 7A. Records of nations that have proj; tected tlie freedbm of their news media ;
^vare the best evidence thaitfreedorn is riot a
universd-ffiresit^
^
|
nations. The United States is the premier .
•!' example. For rriore than 200 years it lias ,

There are two aspects of Freedom in
riews reporting. One of them is negative-the horrid consequences that follow when
freedom is demed.The other i&positive the benefits that flow when freedom is
' . " /Vrespected. . :- • •' ..•¦ ;-¦'¦ . :: "•;.
In most .Of the arguments about press
freedom, and they are numerous arid voluminous, the emphasis is on the negativeaspect. The arguments usually arise because
soriie issue Or some agency is threatening
to restrict free flow of information. Therefore the journalist's defensive reactiori is to specify and describe all the .adverse con- ""
sequences Of such restriction.
.'
. -¦• There'are many.There is the denial ¦
of inforrriatiori to citizens who rieed it to '? .' .
make intelligent decisions in public matters'.:
Thereis. the interference with the eduea- ?• '- '•
tiorial process:wWch news'me^dia testers : :
across trie-total spectrurn'of its audience.
There isvtheTbss of restraint that publication
iiriposesluDbn actions contrairy to the public interest; There;is the lack of edification,
that results from incapacity to report¦¦ di- ;
verse;aspeefs-df ouf culture .' : " : '7. ¦' ¦: ; ¦^•' "'
'v -.>The':positiye;siti .<. includes;arguments
that have'beeri . less voluminously developed.
This is ribt'surprising because what is wrong
_or threateriirigralways receives rriore afteri-;.
tibn thaniwhatis right orprbriiising. -;
; ;Both arguments haw been mentioned
in the debate that has been running since^ '
1970 in the United Natibns.Educatioriai,;
Scientific, arid Cultural Organization, Arrayed.on one side of the debate are those
nations tiiat advocate state control of news
media; omthe fr^bm
other side ireriews
thbse.ita.tesV.' .;
that adv3^^
for
media;;7
The argumerits sonietiriies are theoretical :' ;¦.;¦
arid philbsophicial , but for advocates of" _"-.'freedbm they are reinforced by the empirical evidence bf the defects of state control
oyer news iri such authoritarian states asihe
Soviet Union. Thus; the debate for us has' •
focused more ' upon the riegative aspects of;:
control thari;upon the positive'aspects/of ;
freedom.; ;;';-^ :>.;. : ¦;'„ ¦;.;• 'Ao :; / ' ^A;7A7AA "j
' ' ' Concern; for riational interest is a central issue in tlie arguments advanced by ;' •;
proponents
^to shape arid manipulate;tl>ei
it is necessary
news as an;iristrument-to" promo t e econ omic '
developmeht;;Thi£i arguriient.is particularly ; i;
persuasive;tp4he emeri,irig nations bf the;: .;,;;
Tliird WprliJlthbt aire sitri^lirig;with.sevejre ^:^
ec6hbri&;,proble^
;¦¦;> ,
>¦ Tlwse;state,srilsq ^
' ;
argument that is red^thbughjrarclyarticii-: ;-A
; laite d by thelft^thiat Th^
:

Clayton Kirkp atrick
cherished a free press; it has weathered
gravecrises including a Civil War and the
peaceful deposition of a President and a
Vice President/ And it is pertinent to recall .
that the United States started as a collection
of colonies;wori its nationhood iri revolution, and ascended from poverty and
weakness to wealth and power without
sacrificing the freedom Of its press.
Britain, the Scandanayiari Countries,
Switzerland, and Germany and Japan since
World War II have been foremost among
natioris with free news media and foremost among hatioiis in politick stability...
:...The"coritention that 'news media
must be controlled and coerced in order to
promote ecoaorriic development is contradicted by a considerable body of evidence
that freedom to report and publish is actually
the better way to enhance economic progress. Nations that subvert their news media
to make them simply carriers of government propoganda^usually find that they
have great difficulty iri obtaining foreign
bank loans, attra cting foreign investments,
or luring revenues away from toiMsrii. Lack
of these elements is a seripus handicap to
;ariy nation attempting to develop its economy...
...Both Russia , which has far to go in
its economic development , and China, which
has even farther , have relaxed their restrictions against outside news agencies recently.
But each is hampered by the lack of the kind
of free flow of information that would ac- celerate their development beyond its present quickening pace. .
The difficulty, of China is described
by Bohdan 0. and Maria R. Szuprowicz
in their book Doing Business with the Peop les Republic of Cltina, published this year.
_ ' "Most data released (about China)
iri recent years are simply percentage increases in production over some year in the
1960s for which no base data were published anyway. ..By far the largest percentage of those (Western busiriessmeri respon- '
ding to:the authors' questionnaires) indicated
that lack of data about markets in China was
the biggest single obstacle to further expansion of thcir...trade
activities with Clii¦
na.";;, ¦
. ¦•; . • '.~"V .. . . . - .;; ¦¦;¦ .;, . _
';.'¦; Similar remarks have been made relative to the controlled information flow in

under tlie:Fbur$eritH Amendment
70&cliejcks and balances our system allows. When which is permitted is well-defiried and narrow,
they can go t o
rights to vote ori rights ¦to ,:e.qual ;jbb' ;6p^oirA^^' ' - citizens lose in one Branch
" suchris the laws of libel, or a clear and present
,; : ; y
tunities. I;think the sliorthnswet ls; how';A-':771¦;^r^c 'j6tIier ;Brarich.; v> :';' - - ; :, , . ' ;J
danger to the national security, of bur nation.
could Congress take:away,'a, prbtectioriithe ; ' : : >;' : 777 Nor could tlie Framors of the.Const!- x
• What I should like |o argub to you how
courts say we; don't Haw;
tutiori hav°'"foreseen the great changes in • , : * : is that in fact We are facing the most serioiis
federM arid'state governn^ent, frpm sriiall
fore; Cbngrbssibn^a&^ ^
censorship threat to the press wltliin recent ;•; '
ofTjces'dealirigTirimarily with a rural/cbnsti- ;
an improveriioht ;cwef.'the;cur^
• memory. Uhliko the 18th cbnturyVwe have
tt pn;-*' ..^ ',di;i**^
tuenc^ and a 'sparseiy pbp^
no cr iminal libel ^nor do 'we have a Joliri Lil- ,'( ,
;, In fact ,' sbriiethirig-itiust ;be done arid • > ¦?., sbcietyitollie enormous; technocracies of tob urne "whi'ppeil andjiilloried for refusing to
quickly to bring the courts ,back under cbri- ;> day guiding the lives* bf groat metropolitan
disclose tho source of printed material. What trol arid.;the leglslatiyo solution is;a tradU,;- ,. . . "„ populations ,-; '::.;;::;,. '•;;•: , ;.; ,;;. ,- i- ;' . ; * ,• :•'.;. ; .. ^.' . 77;. : we have instead Is the wholesale seizure of ,, ' ,
'
tionaltouite tb redress•;. ;;,;Biit d(j SpIte these w
private notes aiuI_ riicinoranda by court sub- ,','
ih th ; gripm
b posltibri-*of othbrs;'; • • ' ccdures of .tlie.press-arid;th6.' government •• in; p oona> Today there is rib Crown, llconsirig:of ,
ourselves rbally^
whp4rit«ip,£asfhave'lo^
tlie mecliahicsof ^.the press hrlriging the news,; , the, press. What we have instead is 'socret gov*-'
- the pc;bplowlip b piaosbd nbortionv the; , ;; J ;:, to thbp.ublic arid the mechanics, of;
ernmerit inspection of news office tbMphorie:
people who.dpposed b'iisihgah(I;ove ri the pub- ' i ment prbvidlhg soryices to sbcioty, ^
.the princi- files.; Today we hovo rip criminal sedition; 1 : '' ;
lishers^h b suppbrted ftiling inowspai^
ples of the First Alrieridriibritremain;the sanio; prosecutions or high sheriffs with general i; ,' .
.,. ;;:;Each*one of thbso;lost in tlie Supremo ^ rind those/principles are;that the gbyorrimenit £ warrants. What we havo instead arc' sur- :: ' ' ¦.¦¦
Court and tuiriied to thbitbRislntivb' Brariclt
shall npt 'usb its powers to Intlmidate ^iarass or prise search warrant raids:iind rummaging
for, some type of roliefj because that's the kind regulate the press; and that sucli regulation
almost as broad as the Colonial warrants,

--

Russia.
' . .. ,¦- .
An example would be a weekly report
of the German Economic Research Insti- . .'
-'tute which reported in December, 1977,
that Russia publishes no balance of payment figures, so .rio one knows why itJias
shown a growing net indebtedness in hard
currencies in recent years, or whether this ;
indicates a passing problem or real trouble.
Therefore , "This jump in Soviet indebtedness has caused the West to ask questions
about the USSR's creditworthiness, to
which, however, there can be no unequivocal, scientifically substantiated answer."
It is evident that a lack of access to
information in a developing country can
be a handicap. The example of the United
States, on the other hand, demonstrates
that the kind of openness practiced here
is consistent with the kind of foreign capital
investment developing nations require.
In spite of an alarmingly unfavorable trade balance, a currency severely depressed in international'monetary markets,
and national fiscal management that is
strongly criticized by foreign economic
experts, foreign investments have been
growing steadily in the United States. The
total in 1977 was $34.1 billion , an increase
of 11 per cent from the 1976 total which
was 11 per cent above the 1975 figure.
At present rates the 1978 total will sub- stantially exceed that of 1977.
The credibility and stability of the
United States have been factors'in drawing
foreign investment, and each has been enhanced by the foundation of freedorn represented by the First Amendment guar• .
anteeing a free press.
The feaj s that authoritarian nations
have that they cannot risk removing controls over their news media because that
might jeopardize economic development
appear to be specious excuses - specious
excuses to perpetuate political regimes tliat
have become indifferent to tlie needs of
citizens as the term¦ of their power
is ex- .
¦ ?., ¦ '
tended.
Freedom and Authority stand in eternal confrontati on, but the w isest authority accomodates to freedom in order to
gain its great positive values-credibility,
stability, and- economic progress.
1:

.

In fact , as tlie mechanisms of gov-

ernmen t h ave chan ged , as t he mechan isms

of the press have changed , so tho riiechanslms of censorship have changed. But the
effect and goals of the judicial censors today
arc prec isel y the' same ns the goals of the Colonial governors ;-' to harass; to intimidate and
to regulate tlio press, in ;the free exorcise of
the^ printed and the broadcast word. .
: Well , whaj is the state of the Fifst Amend
meat rcgardjrig the independence of the
p ress , particularly its ability to protect .; .¦;
its unpublisheldiriformntion? T don't tliihk ,
there Is any doubt that itls under a most .., ,
sustainod attack and .that wb have j in fact , '7
lost substantial ground since 1971.1 tliink ,
that recent• developments are. undermining;
its vitality and that wo In the 'p r bss have no
cho ice , as uncomfortable as tflis iriay be,
but' to fight back.

Drop Bowdoin 93 *8$

©8^

by Sam Weiser

-

Paced by a balanced scorings
performance , Golby defeated Bow
doin 93-86 to open the 1978-79
basketball season.
Captain Mark Lake led^the Mules .with 19 points and 14 rebourids. He was
followed by Mike McGee with 17 points,. .:-"'¦'
Dave Harvey arid Paul Belanger with 16-; •;.: ..
each, and Tom Zito with 12. A .:>
The Mules riiove.d put to a 46-37 . .
halftime lead as they connected on 22 of .
35 shots for 62.8% from the field. Forward
M cGee had 17 points and .10 rebounds in :
the half to pace the Colby attack. '
The turning point bf the game came
when Bowdoin tied the score midway
through the second half. McGee was on .
the bench with four fouls but the Mules'
responded to Bowdoin's-charge by blowing
the Bears out of the gym for the next few
minutes with a scoring streak of their own .
One of the keys to the Colby charge
in the second half was forward Dave
Harvey . Harvey hit on 8 of 10 shots in
the second half at a time when the Mules ,
really needed the baskets.
Another key to the Colby attack
was the shooting of the guards. Belanger
and Zito hit 12 of ' 16 from the outside in .
what coach Dick Whitmore described as
"the best backcourt perforrnance" since
^ to Colby.
he came
The final outcome was the result
of the outstanding team play exhibited
by the Mules. There was a team total of
29 assists with 17 coming from the back- .
court duo.
Lake was outstanding all evening
as he led the rebounding assault that
saw the Mules out-rebound their opponents
4441
:' . ' . '

Hockey Rebounds Af ter Op e ning Loss

On Saturday, the men's squash team ;
traveled to Boston for their opening season
matches with Tufts_ and MIT.They returned
later that day having split the two matches.
The opening match with Tufts proved? :
to be a rough one for.the Mules. Steve Daly, ;
in his first varsity squash match ,;salvaged;
the only individual victory in the 8-1 loss; ...._
He easily buthustled arid outplayed-Kis oppo.; % ¦: ' . ;;.; :. •¦:•
nent , talcing the-match 3r0. .
The other members - of the Mules squad'
did not fare as well. Coach Taylor commented ,
"It was the team's
maitch and they were
¦ : .. first
' -AA '.77:: - [
tight ." , ."
7"
' AA ;v v. :;; : " A*
This proved to be the case as the Mules
loosened up and handed MIT a 54Toss." - ;
Co-captains Glen Coral and Brian Hoff- ;
man notched easy 3-0 wiris .pver their opponents, as did sophomore John Kaufman; Mark
Thomas also contributed -wriha 3-1 victory ' • • ",.
over his opponent ;at the riuriiber four cspot.> <
However , the match hinged on the number three player s. Champe 'Fisher and his bppbnent.- The team score < was 44, and Chariipe was
down 2-1 in game's, and 14-8 iri the fourth
'¦¦:- :, . 'A.AA7. '- • ¦ • "
game. - . :¦.- ¦;¦
The gallery applauded arid cheered as.¦.,,
Fisher fought back to tie the game at 14-14.
He then rattled off three straight points to
win the game in a tie breaker. .
:V
" With tries games at 2-2 both players bat
tied each other to an 11-11 standstill. Two
hard" rails, a cross-court , and a drop shot
later , Fisher walked off the court with a 3-2
victory and the Mules headed home
with a .
7-7A: , :• ./; ¦ . ¦7'A'A . .; :¦ •¦•:
54 win. ;

to his low stick side with a bullet from the
point.' Colby's final goal was scored by Ed
Ofria, who tucked it inside the right post
The Colby hockey team opened the
during a scramble-in front.
1978 season with a , disappointing 64 loss to
Colby's greatest asset was its penalty
New England College.
killing
unit of Don Bolduc, Dave Kennedy,
Throughout the' game Colby proved to
Pat Murphy , and Bob Norton. Bob Jackson
be its own worst enpmy , drawing far too many stepped in after Bolduc 'was sent to the
penalties. Several times Colby was in a man up showers and did a fantastic job. Dave Kennesituation , but instead of settling into their
dy, "from Smith Fails ,"Ontario Was the only
power play, the Mules came flying into the
starting freshman arid played admirably in his
opponent 's zone with elbows high, drawing
first game. M urphy and Norton played;their
cross-checking and .charging calls.
hearts out, and their speed and scrappiriess
The loss of hard hitting Donny Bolduc
will no doubt contiriue to create opportune
in the first period immediately spelled trouties in games to-come . Had it not been for the
ble for the Colby defense, who were already
the, outstanding play of this unit, the final '
without captain Paul Quararitb. New Erig- >
outcome could have been worse.
land had little trouble getting into Colby's
Unfortunately for Colby Joe Faiilstich '
zone, meeting minimal physical resistance.
took a shot in the ankle early in the game, ;,
Even when the puck was in front of their , greatly affecting his mobility in the crease. '
own net , Colby's defensemeri persisted in
After playing most of the game
jSFaul-^
playing the puck instead of the man. Nearly stich came but arid Tony Peduto,injured
re
p
lace
d>
all of New England's,goals were scored with-¦ him f r "tV !"«* five minutes.
,,
in twenty feet of the Colby net. .
, ';., ' ' . The last thing anyone would have
New, England scored first on a . shot
predicted after seeing Colby's l oss to New
from the left point during a power play.
England was that the Mules would go down
making
a
responded
with
Ed
Ofria
C olby
.
to Massachusetts the following day and •
beautiful : pass to Mark Kelley , but unfor** ,;
trburice the 'highly,¦ touted University of ; ;
tunatoly the puck hit Kelley's skate before
Lowell,,7-5, ' ' A '¦.;¦
-7. \-A :. . .' ¦ ¦ - '
crossing the goal line and the goal was dis, . Cbacli Mickey Goulet corrimented,"Friallowed. Another missed opportunity was ;
day
night. it'Was Colby that lost its compowhich
neverthepenalty
shot
,
Bob Norton 's
' ;;; v ,
sure , Saturday it ¦wa? Lowell. The guys fi- , ,;
corneals
less thrilled the homo crowd. ¦ ;
nally showed how well they cari play. When ¦
Thb second period opened with tvyo f
'
, ; " '7r I '77 ijGpaijje ^^'^Mftif/c^uvrtt^r/b^ action to
\^'"- a AAA^ -7" :• W; A 7A'' . : .' ''' , 7' '
more New En glan d, scores, one of thcrii on , '.• tho y are 'dcterrriiricd and . coriflclent, there' isn't
'
a two on one. Later , freshman M ylcs Grady , a, team Iri;our division they can't/bea t," • ¦
' At ' the end of the first two periods ) ' >,. > Goulet said., Indeed; Pcdutb was' determined to ; Sparks; churned ioiit four goals,,whUb Hewitt
took a slapshot from the left , point Which .
the score was S-L In Lowell's favor. But in , tn keen his 0;OQ abals acairist aycrM intact. / tallied once and >(brtprt scored;twice; ;, :-¦ -.. f
was tipped in by Kelley for Colby's first ,, ;/
the third Colby explodcd, 'scoring six goals ;;
gottl . Following New England's fourth goal,
Colby amassed 24 minutes of penalties ,¦ ,.- ,.; Thb three defenses; BoulcliiCrKehriedy;r
in rhe last seven niiriutos: Weeks of condiin tho 'first period; but had drily one; minor \ . ¦,.' , Quaranto-Gcrit^ iirid Jackson-Grady- all had ¦:
Jim Ersklrie, fbrriier Afl-Maine MVP arid . •
tip'.iing and hundreds of wind sprints finally¦ ¦-> called in the third; The pcnalty klllirig com.:
solid garnos. The;|jfourfli:-l^nbi^Qf'/r^m lMni;,!; :;< ;
now a Colby freshman . coolly shot the puck
^
grew ' ¦,¦ ' binatiori of , Norton and Murphy ha<i tonotjibr
:\7-.;. chaud ,' Jay briscbli;\and ioslviBums also; ;:V
through the goalie's logs¦;¦ for¦ ¦his.firs^carecir .;; paid off as the heavier Lowell 'team
.
skaters A groat gahio ,' arid hits yet to bo scored bii. : ' .', ?7' saw.actlori arid;wbrb;ciToctIvo
fii- 'd in -tho latei goirig and the
¦<¦ Colby
goal. \7 7' 7'. ,'• ' ,. ' :; :; ,:. / -. -¦ - . < •. . Ari 'A \AA ':A7. ,•¦ •
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continued tb-fly. , 7: ;;:, . - : ", . :/ A;Aaaa i !The ;lliie of/pftia , Kelley, and Larry ;:, v.', . - Lowell ^bbttlbcl i -up ilh.iti *ni,9nirid.keeping
On a power, play in the third period
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"It was Tony that kept us iri the game.'' ¦
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Bob Jackson beat tho New England goalie
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by Brian K. Neligan

Reid Gassidy s A Dream Realized
b y Sam We/ser
While many students ' will ;be.trudging
to class through the snow this March, Colby's
Reid Cassidy will be pitching for the Cleveland Indians §X their spring training session
in Tucson, Arizona.
Last summer, the Indians selected
Cassidy late in the draft and assigned him to "
their Patavia farm club in the New YorkPenn leagued His, record with Patavia was
1-3, but a couple of impressive pitching
performances earned him the trip to Tucson.
Cassidy is a hard-throwing pitcher who
overpowered many of the batters he faced
while pitching for the Mules. He had a 9-7
record with Colby which included many
two and three hit performances. Cassidy
excelled at getting the important out when
necessary.
Since he was eight years old, Cassidy
has been at home on the pitcher's mound.
Following an impressive four years in high
school, many professional scouts wanted
him to bypass a . college education and go to
to Florida to begin his baseball career.
Cassidy decided that an education was more
important because of the uncertainty of pro
baseball.
Cassidy is not your typical one sport
athelete. Aside.from baseball, he is an exceptional football player. He spurned an
offer from Boston College for a full scholarship in football. Cassidy wanted to play both
baseball and football and .the Boston College
offer would have interfered with hisbaseball.
. .' :• • ¦ While at Colby, Cassidy played three
seasons at tight end for coach Richard McGee's gridders. Many pro football teams have
scouted him because of his ability and his
.?!z_e-i.6-le?t 3 inches, 210 pounds. He holds
the Colby record for most touchdown receptions in one season, registering six in
his freshman year. NFL team s continue to
correspon d with Cassidy hoping to sway
'
him towards a football career.

Reid Cassidy in the two Colby uniform s he wore before the OevelandIndians drafted him last summer

One bf eight children, Cassidy grew
up in Swampscott, Mass. He has dreamed
of being a professional baseball player since
he was 10 years old. Hie attributes much of
his success to his father and some of his
coaches at home. , '
Cassidy found out about his selection
in a_.strange way. His father was reading the
morning paper, when he noticed the familiar
name. Cassidy remarked, "My father read it
and woke up everyone in the house. At
first , I wanted to go back to sleep, but then
there was a good feeling because this was
somethine I wanted since I was a kid."

The Indians contacted him later that
day. The terms of his contract allowed him
to attend school this semester , and he will
return next fall, to graduate. He has not
forgotten the importance of his college
education.
Cassidy discussed his first summer in
the pros. "The cohipetitibnTs~so niuchT)etfer
because in college there are a few weak
links in every lineup. Everyone I pitched again
against at Patavia could hit." u
Cassidy does not plan to waste away in
die minor leagues. He hopes to reach the
maiors in -u <t three years. At that point if

he hasn't reached the Indians, Cassidy will
re-evaluate his position. If the prospects are
•oor , he knows tliat his Colby degree will
nelp him find a good job. His education gives
him something to fall back on, but Cassidy
is confident that he will reach the Cleveland
Indians.
Whatever happens to Cassidy in his
quest for the major leagues, he will know
the feeling of professional baseball . That
is m ore than -many aspiring players will
ever be able to say.

with lettermen Paul Belanger and Tom Zito
as tlie leading candidates. A summer and fall
of hard work have 5-9 junior Jon Covell ,
*-8 Tim Rice, and 6-1 sophomore Jeff
Douglas pushing for playing time.
are his strengths.
Freshman Brian Russell has looked
The rest of the Colby forecourt will be •strong and fast in ' the pre-season.
manned by non-lettermen. Tlie leading conThe 24-game schedul e includes 12 away
tenders are 6-5 sophomore Bob Reynolds,
games and 13 opponents who have winning
64 sophomore Greg Pomeroy, and 6-6 fresh- records.
man Larry Lebo. Other forwards are 6-5
Defending the CBB Championship, •
earning another winning season and repeatjunior Ken Branch and 6-3 freshman Tory
ing an ECAC tournament berth are all goals
Weigland.
In the backcourt, speed will dominate, ™ the horizon, says Whitmore. ¦' ,- ..

Youth And Speed Key To Basketball Success
After going through a five-year period
where size and inside power have dominated
the team, the Colby men's varsity basketball
squad is structured much more to speed,
quickness and outside shooting. The 197879 version stresses youth.
Five returning lettermen are all solid
offensive threats and Mules fans can again
look for a fast-breaking team.
: The main concerns of Coach Dick
Whitmore ' are team defense and rebounding.
While scoring 89.4 points per game to rank
fourth in the nation , Colby also gave up over
85 points per game.^
"this is a situatiori on wliich we have
been working; exterisively in pre-seasbn,''
says Whitmbre , who is in his ninth year as
'.-; '.
head basketball coach.
Colby, rankled among the 1977-78
national leaders in team rebounds; with over
50 per game, but tho maj or contributors
im
to that performance, Paul Harvey^ J Cook ,,
Steve majjuc .ij c uu uratram , arid Greg Hillingtbn , have graduated , ; .,
, * ' " '¦',."
. 'Til ls year's fire power will come from a
roster that includes no seniors.
Captain Mark: Lake; a 6-7 junior ,
possesses exccptibrial leadership skills.-Lake
is the returning; .lcj ider- in .rcbburidirig. He avera ged over "cigiiFpcr, game, while contributing over .10 points a game. He is also the
team 's dbTensiye leader. .', - ,* " ':¦', "•
, i
Mike McGoo, 6.-3.sophoriipre forward ,was the leading freshman scorer in the country
last season an d avera ged, over 22 points per
game; "With Harvey graduated , McGee will
face more defensive pressure and also bo asked
asked to ; carry a groat share of the reboundin g chores ," says Coach ' Whitmbre, With improvement in rebounding and defense, Mc-

Gee is a definite All-American candidate in
Division III, adds the coach.
Dave. Harvey, another 6-3 forward, is
being counted on heavily as well.Harvey
missed the last half of the season with an
injury. "He looks to be in the best conditior»
of his college career and has had an outstanding pre-season ," notes Whitmore.
Speed, reaction and excellent shooting range

Paul Belanger(left), MikeMcGee (center), and captain Mark Lake willbe counted on to lead Colby throughoutthe season

Fall Sports:

A Season 0t

Succes s

by Sam Weiser

Success is the only way to describe
the 1978 fall sports season which marked a
new plateau for Colby athletics. The soccer
team captured the ECAC Division II-III
championship While the - football team was
the only sport unable to produce of
a winner.
The fall saw" the ^emergence a fulh • . . .:..
fledged men's cross country team as captain Dap Osoff led the Mules to a 4-2 seasbri
including their first win over Bowdoin in
Sjght years. Among the Mules' other achiever
ments was a third place finish in the Plymouth
State College invitational meet.
The women's cross country team also
made their presence known during the fall
of '78. Led by Karen Songergeld and capta in Barb NeaL the Colby women com peted
evenly with all their opponents finishing
third in the Maine state meet. Still iri their
infancy as a varsity .sport , the women are
forming the nucleus necessary to run past
their cpmrietitors. V
...
Only halfway throu gh his first year
,
at Colby, coach James Wescott has begun to
initiate the type of program the Mules need
to be a cross country power. The men are .
returning all 13 runners while the women will
have most of their team back as well.
Wescott came from North ' Carolina
State to Colby where he serves a dual role as
cross crountry and track coach. If the performances of the cross coun t ry teams arc any
indication , Colby can expect many years of .
running
¦ excellence under his guidance,
• "• The worrien's tennis team had another
successful campaign under the direction bf
coach Marjorie Either. Mo Flint, Martha
Oaks , Amy Parker arid the rest of the squad
fin ished a; stron g second
in Ma ine b ehin d
UMO. :;; ^rfe . > ; ' :' . ¦;;
Parker arid , doubles partner Jody
Dwight placed first in the doubles competition at the state championships, They .
were the strongest facet of tho '78 team
that fin ished with a ,6-5 match record, ;.
The field hockey team produced another fine season ending with a 10-2-1 record. Coach Debbie Pluck has been responsible for turning the field hockey program
aroun d as th is year 's team hold the fop

ranking in Maine for a tew weeks.
Captain Hillary Jones enjoyed her
final season for the Mules playing an important role in the improverrient from '
1977's 6-6-1 season. With the addition of
J.V. players and returning veterans, coach
Pluck can look forward;tO many more
good/¦ years ahead. ; v ,; .
¦ .. .•The Colby fobtball teahi suffered
through a disappointingseason as the
Mules saw; three victories slip from their
grasp in the waning moments. Their final
2-6 record was not a true indication of
the 78 team's ability ;
The Mules are building a foundation
for the future as head coach Richard Mc- r
Gee added three new members to his coaching staff. The new coaches spent 1978 ad- ;
justing to their players and the Colby en-;. -,' .
viroriment. Now with a year under their ;
belts, coaches Kopp. Bell, arid EwelLcan
concentrate on niaking Colby, a winner.
The Mules are only graduating three; starters
McGee will attempt to get the football pro: : ;:
gram back ori stable ground.
The biggest surprise of tlie fall Was the
performance of _ the Colby soccer team. Led
by co-captains David LaLibbrty and Doug; "
Lewing. the Mules comprised ah 11-2:1
record including eight shutouts. I;
The 1-0 victoiy.bybr Conneticiit College in the ECAC championship was a fitting
climax for tho '78 edition of Colby soccer. a::;a
The soccer program has-conic along since ,
Mark Serdjcnian took control . Under his ' .;:
direction , Colby has gone from a patsy to¦ v
¦a powerhouse. . .. : \-7- 'AAA-:r7 7 'A' ¦;. . ' .- . / " -" . v- .
. Tlie J.V. soccer prograrri was also very
strong this season and Serdjcnian cari counton moving these men to.varsity
¦ , ;; : to fill .)empty
j;
spots on the roster.
The fall of ;78 provided a- lot bfexcitemont for Colby sports fans. The soccer; ; • •
cham pionships drew lSOO'fons to Loobs fiei d
in a display_ of school spirit rarely seen on
Mayflower Hill* Colby sports arc on the rise
and cont inued support from the student ' :'.. ¦'
body can only aid athletic improvement. ¦' ' ,
" .
Bring on Winter I

'

-VARSITY SOCQER

.
4-0
Sept. 16 UMF
22- Bates
.• ' ,3 - 0
27 Bowdoin, 0 -6.
30 . :Babson
.0-2
Oct. 3 Maine
>4>1.
7 New England 7 - 0
10 Maine ¦
'1- 0
¦
14 Cia. k " ' " .'. 2 - 0 .
' 3-1
18 Bowdoin
, 21 UMPG
0-1
' ' ,- '¦ 3 - 1
25 Bates

28 MIT
/ 1-0
ECAC ¦ Weslyan
4-2 .
7 ECAC Conn. College , l. -o'. ¦

f

. WOMEN' S TEN N JS
Sept 15 Ma*ne
• ' 1-6
20 WT'/L Wom en . 6 - 2
,
26 Maine
2-5 ,
v " '"27 Bates
,
5-2
!
29 U. Vermont
1-5
Oct. 5 Bowdoin
4-3
7 Merrimack
, '6-1
1! UMPG
3-0
13 UMPI
7-0
" 18 " UNH
,
, 1-8
~
'¦' \
20-21 New Engl'ands .
Lost '
°
24 Bowdoin
3- 4
*
27-28 State Tourney
Singles - UMO •

VARSITY FOOTBALL

-

Doubles - Colby
(Jody Dwigftt & Amy Parker)

Sept. 23
- /¦ '
30
Oct-. 7 .
14
21
28
Nov .- 4
;11

Middlebury
Wesleyan ,
Union
• ' "• ':
Hamilton
Trinity
Bates
Tufts
Bowdoin

21 - 22
9 - 27
28' - 2 6
21- 7
30 - 34
20 - 27
14 - 35

\
¦
"

VARSITY CROSS-COUNTRY

Sept. 20 Unity
23 . MMA
1

" 30

' ¦Oct.

i

•

„

4
7
10
18

'

O rono '

•

'

•

'

UMPI
.
Cent. Conn Tuft?
Bowdoir
Plymouth State
Maine
Maine invita tional al

25
20
'

Unity
Easterns .
-

15 - 5 0
15 - 4 3
20-4 1

¦

WOMEN'S CR OSS-COUNTRY
" /
Sept. 29:> Bates. ,
26 - 37
4 AEJbwdoin
; Oct.
43 - 26
'
v .; -^ lO/ Mai/ie
> .. : i
36 - '19
• .'..
4- '_ ;'NESGAC at.Hami:'lon::'
i3th
;^^.
;
¦
¦
¦;.. " .
.18 ; Bowdoin ;
. . '..' ' • " ¦'• " •'
45 .15
'
¦
'
'
25
.
Bates
'
'
.
Invitational
;
.. •
- ; .
tjmo - 29
,- '; ' ' :.; ; ¦; ""
' Bowdoin - A

,'

- ,A 7
;
¦
20.
- 4 8 - 63 ' ' "•'¦ X'
21 - 31
' ; 7:7
3rd out of 9 " ;¦•50 - 15
Me. 20 , ;

Bates 3 6 .
Bowd . , 98
Colby 108

..
A ' ./ ' - 'a ".
• ', .

¦ ', , ' '

19-4 0 ,
52nd out of 150 .;
Dan Ossoff

- WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY
Sept.' 22 UM F
23 - Lyndon State
27 Ba)es
30 Maino
Oc t. 2 Nasson
5 Bow doin
7 Tuf t s
11 UMPG
18 .Nasson
,
20" UMPI
? 1 - Thomas
23 UM F
27-?8 S'tate Tourney
¦J*

t

(

3-2
1-2
0-1
1-1
7 "0
3-0 '
3 -'
?-0
8-0 .
-0
,1 .
5-0
3-0
UMPI

'

V

¦

J.V. SOCCER

Sop t . 2 2 Batos .
1
26 SMVTK
27 Bowdoin
Oct. C Mamo
1
' 10 Wtv ULS.
11 DriJgtbn ,
¦' •
'18 ' Bowdoin '
' - ' " • ' • ' 20 SMVTI
25 Bores

/ 1-3
1.0 "
l -,2
3-2
5-0
5-0,
4-2
4 '- 'l
4-0

' .;

• - -' ' ¦' AA '7
.. ', . ,;

:

.
. ; ".:'.; ' '.' ¦' Colby '- :72 "v
¦
:
-" ". - , . • Bates -"88

Defense & Experience
To Carry Mules
Improved defense and stronger on the
attack are the characteristics of this year's
Colby College men's varsity hockey-team .
The 1978.79 seasori is a 22-game schedule including the Maine State Hockey Classic,
Jan.-12-13, in Portland's Cumberland County
Civic Ceriter. The team goal is tp gairi an
ECAC playoff berth for the second: straight
year;' ;' ':'
7 "7a .7
" Head Coach Mickey Goulet has 16
lettermen returning on the 29-man squad ,
but he is relying on freshmen in key spots
due to the loss for the season of Ed Curran '
and Peter Bishop arid the graduation of Tom
Scannell, last year's top-scoring captain .
Starting his second year as Colby's
head coach, Goulet believes the combination of experienced players and skilled freshmen "will make us stronger
in our own end
¦
this year."
. ' ' '- ;
Aa7777
At goal is Colby's most valuable player
of the past two seasons, Joe Faulstich . His
respectable 4.2 goals against average was
logged in 2700 minutes in goal over two
years. Backup Tony Peduto is recipient of
last year's Coaches Award. Freshman prospects in the net are Paul Maier and Pat
Fortin.
Captain Paul Quaranto , a smart player
with a strong shot , is paired with 6-2 180
pound Peter Gent to do the defensive chores
for the fust unit. Up front at center is Ed
Ofria , a scrappy two-way player, with Mark
Kelley and Larry Sparks at wings. Kelley,
last year's third-leading scorer , is always tough
under pressure. Using his .6-2, 200-pound
fram e, Sparks is a hard worker who forces
opponents to make the bad play.
The second unit has Dale Hewitt, the
team's dazzling skater and stickhandler, at
center , and Dan O'Halloran and Pat Murphy

at wings. O'Halloran is a physical , hardchecking forward who was fourth-leading
scorer last year. Speedster Murphy highlighted penalty killing and powerplays.
At defense for the ; second unit are
senior Bob Jackson , an excellent stickhandler
who makes things happen , 'and freshman Dave
Kennedy/who played Junior A hockey in
Canada and is recipient of his league's Speed
Skating: Awards
Don Bolduc, recovered from a shoulder
injury i is back at his defensive .spot, playing
for the third unit. His partner is freshman
Myles'Grady, an All-Star junior A hockey
player from Canada .They back-up the
third line of Josh Burns at ceriter, and ;
Jay Driscoll arid Tom Painchaud at wings.
Burns is a strong, powerful athlete who
can expect to see a lot of icetime, while
160-pound Eiriscpll has one of the finest
shots on the squad. Painchaud played V
defense last year but Coach Goulet wants
to make use of his quickness and booming ^'
slapshot by moving him forward. He is
one of three seniors on the squad.
The fourth unit has.at center Paul . ; ,¦,
Eichelroth, a 6-2, 190-pound freshman who ;.
played for Choate last' ' year! His lineinate's ;;.
are Bob Norton, a fine tworway hockeyrA'A'
player who was iised last year to kill- ' 7A77a .
penalties, and jfreishman Jirn Erskine, Maine's,
most valuable player last year when he
led Lewiston High School to a 24-3 record by
by scoring 48 goals and tallying 92 points.
Back also at defense are 'Bruce Barber
and senior Carl Lovejoy. Other forwards
are Mark CiarziUo, Dick Parrish, andJohn
Curseaden and Kevin Kehoe. ;
With added depth and returning
experience the Mules have a good chance.
to improve on their 77-78 season.

J ohnson Keys Victories

Women's Hockey
Takes #wo
Victories over Boston State and Northeastern University and a tough loss to New
Hampshire has given the Colby women's ice
hockey team a 2 • 1 record after their first
week of play.
In the first game against Boston State,'
tri-captain Lee Johnson started the season
right by scoring the Mules' first two goals.
Boston State was clearly the less experienced
team but since it was Colby's first game, the
offense wasn't capitalizing on a number of
scoring opportunities.
! The Mules did take a 3 - 0 lead in the
third period on a tally by tri-captain Linda
Smith.
Boston State scored their lone goal
with just six minutes remaining in the.game.
. This p ast weekend the Mules face d
two teams with much more experience : ' <
U.N .H. and Northeastern.
The Mules eagerly awaited the rematch with U.N.H. because of their two
losses to them last season.
Early in the first period Colby,
sophomore Sara BunnclI put a shot past v
the U.N.H. goalie to give Colby a 1-0 / - , '
lead. Tlie rest of the, period , however , ' .' ? • ; '.
wa s dominated by U.N.H. 'as t h ey came
bace with two goals.' , :" • '... .;•; '
U.N.H . extended their lead to 4-1 .' : • ¦ •
• parl y In the third period; '
The Mules , determined not tb give . A
up, played ari aggressive, third period'A^. Ai,
wit h Lee Johnson scoring two goals. ; ;-;; . '
Unfortunately , time rati out on Colby
with the final 'scorc In fav o'r.of U,N,H „ :
4-3. / ' ¦:. ,;,' :: :. - ' ^;!': ' ^ .?::\;; :-;y^;v: :\y :, ;;:-

." Colby's goaltender Stephanie ¦
Vrattos turned away 37 shots in the
frustrating defeat,
The game against Northeastern was
Colby's best effort to date; It seems that
the Mules are improving.with every period
"
they play .
The -first period^ was closely played
and included the most exciting play of the
game. Goalie Vrattos made a save and was
pushed out of position. The rebound was
swept toward the net and just as it was about
to cross the goal line, sophomore defense**
woman Pam Woods knocked it away in a
brilliant defensive effort. '
* The game went scoreless until the
second period when Linda Smith broke the ;
ice for Colby, putting a Lee Johnson rebound
past the UNH goalie for a 1. -.0 lead. Johnson scored Colby's second goal
iri the third period with an end to end rush
which she finished off by faking the goalie
and slipping the puck by her.
7 : * The defensive work of Johnson , Woods,
and freshman , Jeffra Becknell was very solid.
Goaltender Vrattos posted the shutout by ,•
t
recording 27 saves'. It' was h er- first shutou
¦
at Colby. ':':;.;.;;':; :-'v:. ;;;.::;. . , ; "> - A ¦;,, .
: , , As the team brea k s f or finals , the Mules
are very.optlrriisticfor a Whining season. The
re t urn of veterans Melon le Wilson , Mar y
Ramundo, and senior tri-captain Carol Do,wlll create
, ¦; .
herty :iivJariiiafy
¦¦;" more
¦' ,;¦ ; iri
¦ '¦depth
¦
'
;¦
'
'
•
¦
'
,
'
J
.
'
;
off
ense£.
}AAA
,.
tlie
'• : ^ ,;: ; The ri'ejct:game Is at home ori Friday ,
Januar yJ 12 when the Mules will take ori a' - .,
club team from Qulncy , Massachusetts, >

Track cap tain Paul Kazttoniswill
attemp ting to j ump his way to the
¦ New England Championship
¦ ' be
¦• •;
' - - : '. " ' ' " -' ". '"" :. ." -;' ¦' • ¦:¦ . • . - ' ¦¦ '• ¦. this season. [ '7--,A .: A':.^ :- : ' ' '- '. 'A A

RiinrtersSp HiTri *meet
member of .last ^year 's All New England
The Colby College track team began, Track and Field Team,;hopes-tO break the
'
seven foot mark this season .
its indoox season Saturday: hosting Fitch;¦¦;¦;..;- Kazilonis' reaction to the team's perburg¦ State and Bentley iri/a tri-riieet.
formance was one of .disappointment>t the
, « The final outcome saw Fifchburg
by
first loss to Fitchburg in four years. The
State with 91 points^fbttowed Colby
captain indicated that he was pleased and enwith 62 and Bentley with 16. Fitchburg:
.by many of the performances.
led throughout the meet, but many indi- . couraged
:
Coach
Jim Wescott; who was coaching
yidual; events were.very exciting.
his
first
Colby
track rnee.tj was disajppointed
'; Sonie iof the major highlights inwith
the
loss
but
ernphasized that he was j .
"
eluded'Colby's John .Crispin reaching a
very
pleased
with
what-he saw, in what he
height of 14 ft., -2;in. for first place to'the
termed a "low-key" meet. Wescott was en- «
pole vault. Mark Hbpkirts arid Doug Johncouraged by the performance of the team :
son tied for first place in the 60 yd. high
as a whole. He cited the first place finishes
hurdles. ,
.;
- In the most exciting race of the day , along with the relay teams and a number of
freshmen who performed quite well.
Dan Ossoff won the; two mile race in his
Wescott said" that he and assistant
personal best time of 9:25. Ossoff had
coach Richard Bell must still assess the perpaced himself through the first mile and
formance of the team to see if some peothree-quarters. At that point , Ossoff made
ple's talents might b e 'put to better use,
his move, catching theJeader from Bentparticularly in die relays. In general, the
ley, who had opened up a haff lap lead.
coach is optimistic about the future of the
Paul Kazilonis, me team captain ,.,
team, seeing indications of great potential .
captured first place in the high jump with
„
a height of 6. ft. 5 in. Kazilonis , who was a last weekend'.

'

S^iminers Dun k Brandeis ,
¦
." ¦ _

¦

'¦ " ¦ ' ' ¦¦' ' ¦ ';'
'
. _ . . : '. : '¦> '
«..

!•
i.ne yoroy swim ;team opened their
season with a>66 -46 victory over Brandeis
on Saturday . Colby svirtrhmers won nine.of
the thirteen events held at the Brandeis pool .
They were led by senior captain Pete Dwyer
arid freshman Sandy Whatley who each had
two victories.
: .; First year coach David Bright had ex- *
pected Ids charges to jump out to an early
lead and hold It. However , a loss in the medley relay by less than half a socond and a disqualification in the thousand yard freestyle <
on a technicality left the: Mules trailing and
necessitated some last minute lino up changes
A '. ;, It was-nbt until Colby's all woman diving crcw .of Gretchon 'E pplor , Terry Ru disill
and Diane Young finishe d , 1 - 2 • 3 in their
event that Colby moved into tho lead, Tlie
'

•¦ '

~

.

.
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Brandeis men were in for another shock
when freshman Wendy Shaffer was added
to the gruel ing t wo h un d red yar d butterfly ' , : ;
and finished second to Whatley. , Colby th en p ut the meet out of reach ;i
by sweeping tlio five hundred yard freestyle , 7i
A
with Marc Alpcrin and Dwyer, loading the
way, and the two hundred yard breaststroke ;/,
with Dave ,Quigley, Joel Solomon and Eric ' '';
Ridgway fin ishin g first , second and third., ,, -:
Other event winners for Colby were
Larry Bradley in the two hundred free and . %
-.Terry Rudisill in the ono meter optional
diving.
- A.- - _;;;<
r - -,
Colby 's next meet' ' will be wtyh North- i
eastern on Saturday January L3 at the Colby A
;' ;
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continued f r om p a g e24

to contain their own unimaginable mass,
were soon to burst asunder as supernovas,
broadcasting their elemental staff-stuff over
2) The biological consequences of ionizing radiation are not well understood. We
do know that these invisible high-energy rays
and particles rip through the stuff of life,
damaging and destroying cells, especially
genetic'material, so that mutuations, can- * .
cers and death can result. We also know that
nuclear power reactors contain and produce
intensely radioactive materials, which must
periodically".be , shipped many miles to and .
from the reactor . can be rriade irito bombs,
and will remain deadly for a great many
generations..-It' appears that there may be a
deticate arid complex balance between the
'competition of the upper aitrribsphere , variations in tie earth's magnetic field , the spectrum of radiation at the earth?s surface,,die
rate ofmutation of plant and animal species,
and the stability of ecosystems. Our ability
to predict or control any of these dimensionsLpf a nuclear ecbnoiriy is iniiiiscule. In
the fact of such vast ignorance, it is prudent
to turn the whole earth into a vast" testing
laboratory; in which the the experiments
may haye tfuly.catastrbpliicoutcomes? Why.
then, does our policy process still let the bur
den of proof fall on the opponents of aJ; nuclear economy? ' ' "Aa AA ' AAAAA VJ , '.

45 ; -r—: ring .. • ' ¦
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¦
¦
¦
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33 Everything - : \
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tlie future y arid pbrliaps such; rational rule A
sooms attractive to^ you. Ifs 'p ; reflect again
on ypur kribwledge ofhlstory i and human
nature ; Is this really thojilnd of worldyyou
wantito live inVx7A7A7.. '; A7AA- A ; -A
;;;.;;/^w .^:fe . :.^
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Because there 's going to be nothing straight
¦ ^|
about a CHEECH & CHONG film. —
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3) The social impUcatioris of a world J.;
nuclear economy, while smiilarly^obscure in
fletail , Clearly involve a complete transformation of human society. Consider first the,..
great dream of "meterless power" evoked
by President Eisenhower, iri his 1953 Atomsfor-Peace speech before the United Natioris.
As our "experience wit^ nuclear;power sys- .
terns has grown, the gap between the ideal
of "cheap/clean and safe" nuclear;electricity
and .the.reality of system failures, unsolved
problem's, arid spiralling costs has grown ever
wider. But suppose for a-moment that great
technological breaLkthroughs-fushibn power,,
let's say--make the drearri a reality. ,What are
the social implications of "virtually unlimited"
powbr? Has our study of history ,literature ,
philosophy, arid the rest of the "liberal arts",
taught us nothing?
7"' - - - '" V.
;; '¦
Metaphysical considerations aside, the
physical and bioloeical complications of nuc- ,
lear power have from ,tne very beginning been ,
managed outside the 'traditional deniocratic
process, by a "nuclear priesthood", an ex- pert elite. The "secret letter from Einstein and
Szilaird to Roosevelt launched tlie Manhattan
Project , spawning "top secret" security clearances arid the cloak-and-dagger CIA mentality that led to the Bay bf Pigs, the Allerid , ,
coup, Wafergatei arid who knows how riiany
omer subversions bf democratic ideals; (One
might argue that the Nazi threat required
such measures, did we defeat that threat^br
joiri .it?) Ratiorial management of a .world
nuclear ecbribniy.(even China 1 will join; under
it new projgrejssive rule) requires fail-safe (i.e.,
rigidly authoritarian) national and international controls,' wlUi^-warmean further ¦
er osipri of local;regional , and {rational autonomy, arid isucli social arrarigoriieritswill ;
liave to, prevail . for as long as the wastes re- .... .
main radioactive. If policy discussions are to
continue to focus on technical issues , mem- ,
bership in this new, tOpJeyel bureaucracy
will t>e limited to those who speak the sec-* ':
ret lariguages ofriuclenf physic^ statistical
arialysis.mplccular biology,to
and the like ,¦ ' ' ¦
lariguages In priiibiplev^peri till who, read •,
but ;iri;practice; limited' to ^
long _a pprpnticeslilpsi lri;tli<>;elite ricademiesi;:;
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It' s a feeling t ha t slowly descends upon
u;
yo The exams , the pop tests , t he require d
reading, the;hours at the library, the thesis *—
t hey won 't go away.
Bu t you can. This weekend , t ake off , say
hello t o your friends , see t he sigh t s, have a
great t ime. .You'll arrive wi t h money in your
pocke t because your Greyhound trip doesn 't
. take¦ that much out of it.
" If ybu ' re feeling tire d , depressed and
exhaus t ed , grab a Grey hound and spli t . It ' s a
"" ;
sure cure for the blahs. . - ,
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Attention Seniors: ..
The absolute deadline for senior pictures has been extended to January 12, 1979
This is final ; if we don't have your photo by
then, don't bother. This is not a threat, it's
a promise.
Anyone who wants a Sugarloaf season pass should call 373-1546.
Jan Plan rebate forms must be filed
, v
in 'Eustis 205 by December ' 1-5..
December 9 is the last day to register
for the.Jan Plan or to change Jan Plans. Anyone registering after December 9 will be fined
$5.00 per day.
« Mr. Randy Salisbury, Chairman of
the Mathematics Department at Lawrence
Junior High School in Fairfield , Maine, needs
volunteers to assist Junior High School students in learning mathematics in a mathematics laboratory where instruction is provided on a one to one basis between the
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 2:;05 p.m. Students
«
who volunteer for this work need not be
m athematics majors , but the experience"
might be of special interest to those who
are majoring in the subject and/or those who
intend to become elementary or secondary
school teachers. Mr. Salisbury would appreciate
your bringing this information to the attention of students at Colby College. Mr. Salisbury may be contacted at 453-2570 between
2:00 and 3:00 p.m. He especially invites the
members of the Colby College matth ,depart- .
me'nf to visit the math laboratory at a mutually convenient time.
For Sale: One large fur coat , fair condi
tion. Asking $40., will take best offer . Also,
one couch suitable for sleeping on. Contact
Jane Gair . Box 1669 or call 873-1919
evenings , v
t
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January Graduates - JOBS! Positions
available through the Foundation of Natural
Science for Youth include those of Naturalist, Teacher/Naturalist , Counselors, Curator
of Wildlife Center, Environmental/Cultural
Programs Coordinator , Naturalist/ Director ,
Director-Children's Outdoor Education.;
All these available for people with BA's!
These are actual openings!
For more information about these
arid other career related program s, stop by
the Career Planning Office in Lovejoy 110.
January Graduates: the United States
Surgical Corporation is looking for students
to join their Management Information
Systems Training Program. No previous
computer background is required, but they
are looking for strong analytical skills. This
large corporation provides excellent training
and cafeer advancement opportunities, as
well as excellent starting salaries.
An Emergency Medical Technician
(E.M.T.) course will be offered at the-Waterville High School, located off Mayflower Hill
Drive, starting Jan . 19 and continuing until
May 17: Certification as a National Registry
and State E.M.T. will be possible. For further
information and applications contact Jane'
Elmore at ext . 598 or drop a note in box
457.
The Whitney, Smith and Hurd rooms on
second floor Roberts will be open from
8:30 a.m. to midnight , Fri. Dec. 8 to Fri.
Dec. 15. The only exception to the time
schedule is Sat.the 9th when the rooms will
close.at 6:00 p.m. Long tables, chairs and
ashtrays will be set up. As long as the area
is left neat . and the furniture stays in the ^
building the rooms will.remain open.
Want to fly? Enjoy reduced rates in
the "college flying club." For information
call: Heart of Maine Aviation, 872-5555
and ask for Jerry, Russ or Harold. .
Found- Calculator in Lovejoy. Proper
identification to secretary in Lovejoy 320
will reunite you with your calculator.

January P}an is an excellent time to .
take advantage of.the good instruction in
sports in the Physical Education Department.
Since schedules are more flexible:then, most
of you can elect your first choice of activity.
General skating is availabl e Mondays
through Fridays all during January, either '
for Physical Education credit or for an occasional day of skating. A student instructor
will provide, instruction on one part of the
rink during the.first half hour for those who
wish help. Most days, skating will be from ^
5:45 to 7:15 p.m. On a few days when hockey
games are scheduled , the class is held-from
1:00 to 2:30 p,m.
Other popular offerings are gymnastics
for those with experience, Pre-WSI swim class
(highly recommended for those whose strokes
are not polished), cross-country skiing around
the campus area (need your own skis), Yoga,
'
riding and tennis. ..
All classes must have a minimum sign
up of students or it will be withdrawn.
Official registration is at the Physical
Education office on Monday, Jan. 8 during
regular office hours , 9:00 - 12:00 and 1:00 4:30. However, if you wish, you may register before the holidays.
Advent calendars with a composite;
drawing of Colby scenes are available at the ,
^
college's Museum of Art.
Comissioned by the Friends of Art ,
the work is by ¦artist Anne Kilham of Rockport. ¦ . ; - - • •'. ., ¦ . '• ' •• ' ¦-:' ;V;V :

The numbered windows leading consecutively to Christmas- day show winter activities on campus, objects in the museum's '
permanent collection-, and Colby memorabilia
The principal drawing is a winter scene
depicting MemoriaTHatt of the old campus,
the first college building in the North to ¦
honor the Civil War dead; Lorimer Chapel ,
the first building on the new Mayflower Hill
campus; and the Bixler Ait and Music Center.
Opening windo-vys on the appropriate
days reveals such Colby landmarks as the
replica of the Lion of Lucerne, the weathervane of the sloop "Hero" and the bell cast by
Paul Revere and Company in 1824.
Dear P., D., J., L„ M., N., and P.,
Thank you for my birthday party.
Love, S.
LOST: One pair of L.L.Bean's tan leather
boots, woman's size 6%. Call 3 - 6439

Th u rsday , Decem b er 7 , 1978
On^Sunday, Dec,3, the brothers of , ' -Lambda Chi Alpha- and the sisters of Chi
Omega joined.in the Christmas spirit in.
hosting their annual Christmas party for
needy children of Waterville at the Lambda
Chi Alpha house. Eleven children from the
Waterville area Salvation Army^ receivedgifts, refreshments and a visit v/itli Santa
Claus, courtesy, of Chi Omega and Lambda
Chi Alpha.,Richard Sinapi~ the new president of Lamda Chi Alpha , said"We look for
ward to this event each year, almost as
much as the kids do. It's a chance to do.
something nice;for somebody, and it gets
all of us in the Christmas spirit , as well."
HarThe "Simon Sez" contest was worthy
¦
;
•
'
'
/ ' ' ¦'¦
,
JVIE.
ry Hadairis of Saco.
. __
The Strpng-Campbell Interest Inveritory Test will be:; given oh January 11
' " ." ' . ' ;' " '
at 2:30.
For further information, contact .Career
Planning in Lovejoy 110.
The Student Activities Office is attempting to put out a monthly activities
calendar to supplement "Today at Colby"
and "This Week at Colby." The October and
November calendars disappeared when
placed at the dining halls. We need more in- ,
put from the sixty or so organizations. We
would appreciate a monthly list of your
groups' events. No group is insignificant .
The January Calendar is currently being
pieced together and the deadline for entries
is Fri., Dec, 15. Please turn¦ them in to Chris
Noonan or Pa't Chasse-. ."¦ • ".
The dates for the 1979 Colby Winter
Carriival-'Mardi Gras" are February 9-11. .
Peter. Greenberg (Box 587~872-9774). and '
KevinSchneider, (Box 1356-ext. 556) are •
in charge of the Carnival Committee . They
need your ideas and help. In.cqordinating
all activities for the weekend we get more
for our money and spread the work to m ore
hands. Some ideas so far are: a mascarade ball
at Wadsworth for Saturday night, transform
the balcony in the gym into a Bourbon Street,
and I.F.C.casino royale. Pitch in!! •
Reminder: The Colby Poster Policy
states that "Posting of flyers, posters, notices,
etc., on unauthorized areas is prohibited; Individuals or organizations in violation of this
policy are subject to fines and/or damage
charges: Authorized areas include cork bul- ...
letin boards, the outdoor bulletin boards, and
special display devices (such as the "poster
trees" in Roberts Union). Exceptions to the
above policy, for specific buildingsmay be
granted for interior display by the supervisor
of that particular building (i.e., liead resident,
department chairman, etc.). "Fines range .
from $5, to $10,.per poster so please let '
'' ., ». ''
your publicity people know.
Students wishing to have their mail
forwarded oyer Christmas break or Jan Plan
must make arrangements, with Mr. Ormsby
in the Post Office. Newspapers will not be
held over during break, and n ewspapers ,.- .
and magazines will not be held for those--;,
away on Jan Plan.
lidwiri Arlington . Robinson Room : Rare :.
books with fine bindings. Miller Library
Monday through Fr_dayr8:30:l2 , 14:30.,
- . .' . : ,
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Colby Museum of, Art. Selections from the * /
Permanent Collection through Dec. 31. >'.""- , Monday through Saturday 10-12,14:30,
"- . j, r . ' ;' , .
Sunday 24:30. ! ;
Thoro will be' a Serv ice of Car ols an d ;
Lightf-witli English Haridboll Choir on Thurs
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it 's th e "Goons "!
To the Editor :
What I was trying to say in an article
" in the Echo four weeks ago was not that
the Social Life chairman should not be the
Concert Chairman, but that he should not
only be the Concert Chairman. Students
sit on their fannies in the library or elsewhere quite a bit, and that's all they do
(I presume) at a concert also. The reason
for Medieval Weekend was to get the
students to somewhat entertain themselves
and each other. I think it's better that way
more fun , less expensive, arid easier on the
ears.
!

The two dances didn't seem to be
such a good idea. Perhaps it was the timing,
the type of band , etc. Anyway, those together cost about $1200, quite a chunk.
Any more dances , anyone? How about a
monstrous formal? Anyone with any kind
of suggestions (capture the flag?) please
stick them in my mail box at the Activities
Office .

Career Watch
January Graduates! Wang Laboratories ,
Inc. in Lowell, Mass. is looking for Technical Writers.You need a background in Fortran , Cobol, Assembly language, or other
upper level languages. Interested students
should apply now.
Volunteers for Educational and Social
Services is a unique organization providing
staff for parishes, schools, and social service agencies. These are live-in arrangements
designed to help Mexican-Americans,
people in prisons, and youth .
During the past 21 years, Operations
Crossroads Africa , Inc., a non-profit organization focusing on international development
and educational exchange, has sent more
than 5000 volunteers (students, professionals,
and others) to 34.English-speaking Und
French-speaking African countries to spend
their summers helping rural village communities. Projects involve: art , oral history, and
archaeology; ethno-musicolbgy; agricultural
development; tutoring; public health and
medicine;journalism and media development;
and construction of schools, clinics, and needed community facilities.
• Wis unusual experience provides a
brief buf intense immersion in traditional
and modern African life and pushes individuals to re-consider basic attitudes, standards,
and beliefs in relation to people with contrasting values and life-styles. Most volunteers
arrange to receive academic credit for their
summer experience, and many find that
they arc helped into professional careers
in international relations, higher education
and business.
'
Persons interested in participating in
Crossroads Summer 1979 Work/Travel/Study
Program must apply within the next month.
For more information contact Jeff Sanderson
a t the H ill Fam ily H ouse , or call x 365.

ILGCTOE

Coffeehouses were not attended too
well either; there will be fewer next sem ester. Maybe one every two weeks, or
two every three weeks. Now I 'm not
ragging on anyone, I just want everyone
to know why what's happening is happening
It takes about 25 man-hours to run a
coffeehouse , and it's hard to get people to
work week after _week when not too many
people show up to enjoy the fruits of
their labor.

Rock and Roll superstars and other
assorted musical goons have jacked up
their prices like there's no tomorrow, so
it might be tough to swing a spring concert.
Any thoughts, reactions, smirks, heart
attacks, opinions about Little Feat , Elvis
Costello, Larry Coryell and Dave Brubeck Jr.
Eric Burton, Liv Taylor, Aztec Two-Step,
or the Beatles?
in that same Echo of four weeks ago,
I was not trying to sound like the Music .

Boston College is looking for fulltime Resident Assistants for next year . You
must be a graduate student there or a college employee, by September 1979. Interested students must apply before this December 20.
The fund for Theological Education ,
Inc. offers fellowships to students interested
in seminary and church-related careers.
Pastoral counseling, the ministry, and others
They .may even provide f unding f or students
who are not yet certain of complete seminary training , but who may w ant to try
that type of education for one year.

January Graduates! Aetna Life and
Casualty are looking for people who can
start a 6 months training program in February. Two different positions available - Commercial Analyst Trainee (underwriting & eval
uation) and Claim Representative Trainee (in
vestigation of claims). Offices all over the
country!
Graduate school? Keep watch for work
shop sessions on financial aid and Fellowships offered by our Financial Aid Office .

Interested in Counseling? The Devereaux Foundation in Philadelphia offers
training internships in clinical psychology
and in counseling psychology. These are
Pre-profossional Internships , designed for
those who want to work in a related field
before going on to graduate school in
psychology or counseling.
Georgia Tech offers large financial
packages for students.in Computer Science ,
Mathema tics, Engineering,Pliysics,.or Statistics. Masters degree stipends up to $3,600,PhD stipends up to $6,000,

Industry s gift to Colby College. Tlie problem is that lots of us Social Life goons are
graduating either in January or May, and we
need new blood , fast, to learn the ropes .
It's lots of fun , keeps you off the streets.

costs, and the rest for repairs. This is
being hard-assed , yes, but that 's the way it
goes. Private parties for the most part will
suffer no such indignities.

Maine residents - We have ju st received
information about great summer jobs in
Baxter State Park! Everything from trail
crew to guide and information receptionist.

Brown University offers a good program in Teaching. You take one year of
study which includes education courses,
masters level courses in your subject (English, Math...), and practice teaching. A good
thorough teaching/Masters degree.

Finally, we would like to thank:
Jane Gair (coffeehouse , food), Jim ZendA few more things: Social Life conman and Mark Cecelski (money, tickets),
trols a few thousand dollars worth of
Eric E. Ertman (Head Roadhouser) , Steve
equipment. Any bands out there are welcome Singer (Publicity), David E. Rich (Campus
to use this stuff. Come to us; you can use
Publicity, Pretender to the Throne), Katie
it for just jamming, or it you want, we'll
Pratt (Food),Thomas E. Stratton (Gaffer),
stick you in the pub some friday night,
Jane Sexton , Weld Butler , and Doug Baker
or the coffeehouse. This is probably the only (Sound & Lights), Susan E. Raymond
time you'll have the opportunity to play
(Secretary), Paul Kuglick (Artwork, Iron
with good P.A. equipment without sinking
Horse), Robert B Lokody (Artwork), Nick
a lot of money into it, so indulge !
Mencher (Screenplay), Thomas "T-bone"
Wells (Director), Cathy Courtenaye
(Moral Support , Head Wench), Daisy Dore
Along these lines, because bf the
(Food) and ESPECIALLY all you assorted
misuse of this equipment and our personnel
roadies, coffeehouse goons, drivers, guards,
this past semester, there will be a new policy
and others who make the things work. Special
starting in. January. A fee of $75 will be
thanks to Pecos Lee.
requiredj n advance for the use of this
Gerrit E. White
equipment (amp, mixer, speakers) at all
fraternity parties. $25 will go to the
Rob Lenk
person running the stuff, $5 for moving
Co-Social Life Head Goons

Graduate Fellowships in Canadian
Studies are offered for students interested
in careers in political science , and who are
intersted in applying the study to Canadian
Affairs . The program is offered through the
University of Rochester.
January Graduates: Armstrong Cork
Company (flooring, etc.) is looking for
candidates for a training program to begin
January 8. Benefits of working for Armstrong: Classroom training, district offices
throughout the country, good starting_ salary, business expenses paid, comapny ~car
provided. They are looking for people-in
marketing and sales.
- The University of Hawaii has 40 positions available for participation in EastWest Institute research and development
projects. Earn a Masters or Doctoral degree
while,studying in the following research
areas: Environmental impact of economic
and social policies; population growth , distribution, and change; modern communication links within and between nations,
cross-cultural interaction; and equitable
access'to energy , raw materials, and food
resources,
The Smithsonian Institution has terrific research programs offered in Biological
Sciences, The History of Art , Anthropology,
Earth Sciences, Cultural History, and the
History of Technology and Science. These
programs are designed for Graduate students who would like to conduct research
and study projects.

Tlie next Stong-CampbeU Interest
Test date is January 11. If you are interested
in taking this exam , contact Kathy in
Career Planning .
Michigan State University is offering
doctoral fellowships for minority students
in all areas of study. Awards of $6,000 for
each of three years are available.
Educational programs in Intercultural
Human Relations are available through the
Lisle Fellowship programs. The programs
include Jan plans, summer programs, and
full years of study. These programs may even
even be taken for credit.
The University of Denver College of
Law offers a unique program in Judicial
Administration. This is a one year graduate program with courses such as Operational Aspects of Courts Management , Administration of Federal Courts , Data Automation in the Courts, Civil Litigaton , and .
other law/administration courses. This is
an excellent opportunity for those interested in administration arid law, with many
job opportunities. .
Tlie Shady Hill School in Cambridge ,
Mass. offers a unique prograjn in teacher
education. Through courses with Tufts
University.and Lesley College and one
full year of practice teaching, st ud ents
may be certified with a masters in secondary
or elementary education. This program
stresses the practical experience ,
. LSAT candidates , and juniors who •
will take t(te;LSAT this coming spring, may
be Interested in a Preparation Course offered
by Adelplii .University during January and
several weekends during the spring;
.... ACareer s in Broadcasting Conference
will be held on December 9 at UNH. Sponsor o'd by American Women in Radio and
Televi sion , the program is designed to answer your questions about careers in broadcasting, This would be a perfect place to
make professional contacts. The Conference
is titlcd ,"Evcrything You Wanted To Know
About Careers in Broadcasting, But D id n 't
Know Who to Ask."

_L©?SrEE0
Equal Op p ortunity

To the Editor:
It is time that Colby students act
against the senseless destruction being
perpetrated across campus. Every weekend,
and many weeknights, "stupid gestures"
occur that display a lack of respect for tlie
rights of other people. Colby is riot tlie
same school that it was my freshman year;
although there, were incidents that are comparable in stupidity to what is happening
now, they did not erupt with such reg-_
ularity.It is sickening to survey this campus on a Sunday morning; the toilet paper
fluttering from trees, the paper cups strewn
across^the lawns, and the broken glass that
is every where,all combine to make this
school pretty ugly. And what is most unfortunate is tliat the litter is only symptomatic of a larger problem. The removal
of Robert's ice cream machine, a toilet
done in on Dana Lawn, a candy machine
trashed twice in the Quad, and the theft
of KDR's stereo system are riot isolated
events, but are part of a pattern of damage
that is sweeping Colby.
It's easy to blame tlie frats for our
problems; Dartmouth College apparently
did. But, I don't see the frats as the problem, although soriie. members are involved. ;
Rather, the entire Colby community must
take the blame. We must be more aggressive
in keeping our drunk, destructive classmates
from breaking up the school; we can't rely
on security or dorm staff to do the job
for us. We must remember that damage
must not only be cleaned up, but it must
also be paid for. I think the bills here arehigh enough without adding this unnecessary 'cost. However, it is riot the pecuniary
aspects of the damage problem that bothers
me the most. I am most disgusted by the
"Animal House" mentality that seems to
prevail among some segments bf our student population; I wish these people would
realize that it is only a movie and not a
philosophy on which to base their mindless "activities. Colby deserves better.
Richard Nadeau »79

women. The fact
At uresent only 30 of Colby's 171 faculty positions are held by
An
in
Action Program 1974 mdicates
initiated an Affirmative to
voSaiay
that the cS
Afio wii out the ration of male female faculty members.
JSS^flKt
loyment
Emp
Equal
of
Director
of
S SSSttee was established, a position
and hiring guidehnes formed
O^mTmiSm,and a list of recruitment
only 17%> of Colby s faculty.
comprise
Nevertheless, the problem remains: women
While it is true steps are being taken to insure that female applicants aire recruited, and
that there are practical problems in getting female applicants, the shortage of women
faculty members is such an important issue that it should be given continual consideration. Colby should be involved in an active investigation of its Affirmative Action Program and those of other schools that have successfully reduced the discrepancies in numbers of male and female professors.
One solution might be in restructuring the Affirmative Action Cornmittee.At present ,
the Committee is required to meei omy inree times a year, and half of its members are"
new each year. If frequent meetings were required, and'if committee members served for
four years rather than two,more time could be spent on in-depth research , evaluations,
'' and recommendations , and less time on organization.
Ideally, women should constitute 50% of the faculty. The college does make certain
that female applicants are encouraged and should continue to do so. However, an active
and continual effort should be made by the Affirmative Action Committee to reach that
'

"

Les&Movermm
It is reassuring to note that WMHB and Stu-A are finally working together to solve
a mutual problem.It's the only way anything can really be accomplished.however, the
root of the dilemma that has plagued the college for the past couple of months has yet to
really be solved.
The entire situation indicates a need for clarification as to just exactly how far Stu-A
can go in its control of club funds. Obviously,Stu-A necessarily must handle allocation of
funding. A vigilant central committee of the students should restrain fash spending or man
ipulation of assets.;And as far as legal hassles go, they're the last thing we need.
In the end , though, the ultimate control of individual club funds ' must lie with
these organizations themselves. It is the president or representative of the club who is chosen on the part ; Of .the students to handle this responsibility. Ahd.it is these people who
are informed enough to make
of appropriate decisions.
S A h S no ^P6 b einS completely knowledgeable on every
organization - nor
u, ^instruct ,
cu
u itS?ube able
should
these clubs as to how they conduct their business. There is a
very fine lme here between funding organizations for legitimate activities,
utilizing
budgetary powers to command clubs in response to Stu-A desires; This lineand
should
clarified as soon as possible, so students can guard against situations that get out' be
of hand
in tne tuture.
°

No Stu-A Films
To the Editor: .- .- . ". A7aX.
Despite repeated warnirigs and the full
cooperation of David Rich; whose responsibility it was to operate the Stu-A films, we-'- . ' .'-/
have continued to experience problems of
smoking and drinking in Lovejoy Auditorium
when it is used as a theatre for Stu-A films.
It is indeed unforturiate that the se
films, which have given so much enjoyment :
to students for the past sevefalyearsVhaye to
be discontinued because of the inconsiderate
and careless conduct of a j few. .: ,
Film Direction arid other groups which
use the Lovejoy Auditorium have not experienced these problems and will, of course ,
be permitted to continue to schedule films, . ..
" Dean of Students
. ; Earl Smith A: •
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To the Editor :
I think that a scoreboard for Loebs!
Field (soccer) would be a great class gift.
If the President and officers of the
Class of 1979 feel that it is beyond tlie
means of their, class, then let them join up
with the Class of 1980, and pool their re:
sources.
- Fred Hopengarten '67
Administrative Science
Stu-A/WMHB Accord - ..
¦To the Editor :
..
The following proposals were accepted
by the unanimous consent of the executive
boards of the Student Association and the
Mayflower Hill Broadcasting Corporation.
1) The Station's Faculty Advisor shall
be notifie d of arid invited to every
station meeting.
2) The Station Secretary, shall submit
typed copies of every meeting to the
Student Association Executive Committee.
3) The Station will close the checking
account-and turn the cancelled check
book over to the Student Association
Treasurer.
4) The Station Manager shall submit a
detailed budget proposal for the 1979- .
80 fiscal year , one consistent with the
e Committee request of October
f^?nSo
il
, 1978. The deadline for tlie proposal
is November 29, 1978. (The proposal has
been submitted.)
5) The Station 's constitution shall be
amended by inserting a clause stipulating that all radio station transactions '
shall be in full compliance with the
Student Association Budgetary Regulations.
6) Pending legal approval , the Mayflower
Hill Broadcasting Corporation will transfer all assets to the students of Colby College and purchase all future assets in the
name of the students of Colby College
In
the event that a sale of assets niay
be7 '
necessary, it can only occur with the majority vote of both the Student Association and WMHB executive boards.
The past few months have been difficult
for both the radio station and the Student
Association.Since bpth of our organizations
exist for the primary purpose of making Co_ly
better, it is my hope that we can work together
during the remainder of our respective terms so-:
!
that both organizations .will be-able, .to fully
meet its obligation and responsibility to the
students of Colby College; , :
Many people have been extremely
/
helpful to the Student.Associatipn and WMHBi,
Karl Broekhiuzen, Lillian Levesque, Dean Smith
arid Dick Dyer have all gone put of their way
and spehthours helping us to resolve tliis issue.
Personally , I would like to thank the Executive Board of WMHB, arid Rich,Uchida iri particular, for working admirably: to bring this
issue to a close; Also; I give a lot of credit to
Scot Lehdgh and Larry Branyan for their
dedicatlo ri and hard work in this mattei,
:'' -v ;;.Sid :Mbhel:.' -:' : .
. ,
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•
Barent D; Vroman _,
Breckinridge, Colo. - Barent Dow ¦
Vroman, 22, formerly of Yarmouth;
Maine, died Saturday in Keystorie from
injuries suffered in an automobile accident.
. He was;born m Portland , Maine , the '".- ¦
son of Barent S:and'Aririe N. Schroeder7A
VrOmari.He gradu_-ted;from NdrthYaxmbuth
Academy in 1973 , attended Colby 'College, and
was attending Colorado-Rocky Mountain College
here. - - - " ' \A' : 7 . . ¦¦¦¦- 7Ar 7. A-X. :. . 7.~
• - ¦¦; ' . Besides his;parents pf Yarmputb ,he . v- :
is survived by agister , Mrs. Lawrence (Katharine)
Chase Jr. of Cape; Elizabeth,; and a brotheri .
John S. of Yarmouth.
A memorial' service will be held at the' : " :: A:
convenience of the family.
The decision to prohibit fifteen mem
bers of the baseball team from engaging ; .
in competition this January in Cuba was
rriine.It is possible that it may have been
misunderstood. May T therefore explairi.
Some time ago Professor CaiUz of the
Department bf Modern Languages begari
planning a January Program in Cuba. The
objective was to give students, faculty rriembers, and others' .who might accoriipariy
this group an opportunity to study firsthand
some of the ecqnoriiic, social, political, and
cultural institutions of/that country. This
was obviously a firie'idea and it was quite,
properly approved. ;, '"
But it was never intended that this Jan
uary Prograrii, the satisfactory completion
of which:isa Rraduatioh requirernerit.would
provide a yehide for members of ah athletic teani' to extend a season, even for recreation. It is hot our intentiori at Colby
ever to say we are doirig one thing arid
then do something else. The primary purpose of this trip, must be just what it was
said to be from the begmning: a charice to
study various institutions in Cuba of the
kinds to.which Ihave alluded, and to make
a brief acquaintance .wM that interestirig
~
and generally inaccessible country.
It is most unfortunate that I did not
learn of this change of direction earlier.;
Even though it was late when it did come
to my attention I had no choice but to into its
sist that the program be, confined
¦
-original scope. 77. : 7 ' ¦¦ ":.. : A :-, ';7 '7- .
;•'-. :: ;^ i , -. . :^ '- :; ^;V:' -;- ';;-;I^LS-:,' . aa- A.
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To the Editor ,';,; .;' .,;:'X : ;; ;; : ':;;;;,;' .. .' ;. ; " .;
Our season over, I would'like to ;
thank diiJ iriariy fans who suppprted the , ;.
soccer team this fall: Deserving particular
mention are those hard core regulars wherfollowed us on the road: These faithful
often outnumbered arid putcheered 'the' ' v :;' - ;
homei fans, arid this surely^ imprbyed our \
play. The, team and I a ppreciate
that the fans from all sectbrs 'of the Colby
'
comriiunity
,( ¦ played in ¦ tliis championship;.. ;
season; ;>'< ' ';'' •;¦(; :,.- ;;.; ¦ "'A ""-;, ^¦:A: . AAA:A-A:: A:
/ 7--aA'7 ;. : : :: Vv;:v' ;!; , . . Mark^Pidjeniairi';''':;.-;
^ . ¦'. y Soccer Coach . ;
_ . ' ¦' ¦': , ;- ' -.: A-ArAA
:
A -7a 7:.7 :THank You Xeaiit .
To the. Editor. ,.; .';.;:;';::. v. ' .A 77777,^., r ' 7
' .;'IfyQU ;\(e;,been following ;thc.grapevine
for the past 'lliw weeksi it must have been immediately apparent that tlie, S t udent A
sociation aridWMHB were riot on th^ best i *
of terms, In sfact r by last Fri dayjitlie attacks/
on both .sidosiwere getting very personal .' ' ; .
Howp'vori'on Sunday, Sid Mohel;:v
stu-A exoc Mtlvo.chairperson-ttndilgot the *:
a pportunity to, sit/down privatply^iin d ob-- A i;
je ctiyoly review;tlio events that -led ;t:o;the ' ; '
near , demise ,of theicbllog^ rfidio station. v ; ''
Tlie;jmo6ting was very' productive iiirid 7
by Monday evening the Stii-A'arid WMHB ,¦;•:
had worked' out a compfbnilse tigieomeht; to the yblhtile
sltuatibn. ' A vAA AAA,f XA :;
¦ ,,
, ;¦ ^ ;H^ .lo,.re8ult^of -cbursq^lSith^^HB ;1:^
will bo on'ihe air durltig Jan plari'ji ^spc-l. w ;
ond semester and hopefully toryoars to> •:• 7 A
como . I, wlsh'to thank pdrsonallyv tlte, station
^"m hisrs who had tKci coiirngo tb stand by 77.

From The Editor
Editor Sam Weiser both stepped into their
j obs with little experience arid never stopped
pushing to produce that "perfect" page. The
standard of the Arts and Sports section has
gone way up as a result.And Linda Frechette
Has searched high an'dlow for features:this ¦ - . ' .
semester, never giving up despite ill health.
Co-Editors Aridy Frankel and Andy Choate; •
created a working photography department
out of shambles and neyeY .complained when
I.made impossiblelast -minute requests.
But all the editors in the world won't
produce a paper..The heart of the ECHO Ues
in the typists, proofreaders and layout per-:
sonnel who give up hours of their time every
week. There are no words strong enough to
praise these people whose belief in the ECHO
is compensation enough for a job with little
tangible reward: If you've never bothered to
look at those names' underneath the masthead look now , they deserve your attention .

..It's hard for me to imagine life without
the ECHO right how. My semester as editor
has been an all-corisuniinig; experience. Certain
ly it had its lips and downs, but I'll take with
me only forid memories and the knowledge
that fprthreS-morithsIhad^the priyiledge of
working with a remarkable-grbuppf people.
Without them I never would have survived
nine issue's. -.- --A- A, 'A- '7 A7.a ' :: ¦ ¦ ' 7-7 , :
",-: Managing Editor Phil Glouchevitch,;
has worked magic this semester, producing
a paper every week when the only thing he
could rely on was that the equipment he had
to work with would break down. He will
always have my^gratitude and deep respect:. . .
Executive Editor Margaret Saunders has
been invaluable to me as a writer, sounding
board and constant source of support. Jane
EUcund has done a great job as News Editor,
a position that is often frustrating and thairik-.
less. Arts Editor Jody Hotchkiss arid Sports

'I 'm^m^^M^rd Text
During thepast week there has been
considerable confusion about the contpversy
between Stu-A and the Radio Station over the
tlie Executive Board during those trying , ;
weeks here arid the WMHB Executive Board
for being so open to suggestions and bomp-¦. .'¦
¦¦ > . _ _ ¦
rorruses.
- Most of all, I have to thankMr. Mohel,
who had the courage to step forward and .
Vffer a compromise after serious attacksi
on his character ^ WMHB is finally back in
full force.We intend to stay there. ':.
, - Ay, Richard Ucliida
V
^ MHBstatibni manager
Attendance Lacking
.'
To the Editor . ^ ; ": ¦ ;¦ ':
I regretthe necessity of expressing .
my great disappointment in the lack of
attendance by the French; faculty at a
very rare event wliich d irectly concerned
them, namely the presentation of Moliere's
L'Avare. " .
¦
It might be justifiable, if the play. ;.
were preserited in English but.it was,
purposely done in FrenchTor_ the benefit ^
of French studerits an d faculty and in the
h oj^s_^encouragirig a greater involvemerit
Iri the use orforei_m'lariguages^^ among the
;;; .* '
Colby-student body. ,
Not only is the lariguage relevant
but the topic.is as well, since each year
Moliere is present in the curriculum. Along
¦;
with otlier students, I ani .appalled at the ' ..
disinterest shown by those people who_
should have been the most supportive. I
personaUy cbnslder it insulting to those ,
studen t s who .'for two months put forth
so muchtime" arid;effort ¦to- make the play
:successfui...r-;;- V : •:' -.•;, ';' ; ''' :;;. ^'. ta a- a _ -y
•-, The comedy of the situation is that
friends arid students without any frencli
backgrpund'at allattorided the play and
supported the ;overit quite well.
;;There was four , times the attendance
expected but the bnly;F; rehch professor ;
present;was also the only professor willing
tq sponsor ;tlie project, y -r ; ,
;
r It imlght be excusable if it were an^
everit-'plahheaat.'the^;idst mpmiont , but
the idea was prcsbifted in the spring arid has
been posted in tho ;Colby caleridai .slnce ':
the beginning ofj TlioIsomostof >"hbt to . C:. !/
mentipn the fact that most teachers were , :
approached ,to try. out arid somo had cast ; ?:
mombors in tltoir classos or contact wiuv
who also liad' a r ole i n
the f rohch^ 'assistarit
ploy, AA' \h77: A '7 A 7AA A AA, A;.. .;: " ' , :¦,¦ *\ '
tlio
¦' • p.If /tliis.ip!:InciicatiYo of tho '
amourit pf (i t
faculty, cpncern for student accompIisJirnent
perhaps ,the rioxt tlmo 'soriioorio decides to
present h.Moliore play, tlioy should choose
•.'
Tartuffe. , ' ^
> Diane Palombo

Stu-A funding proposal. Further, there has
been a, great deal of misinformation over
both the offer extended by Stu-A, and the
. intent behind iffSnce the'Stu-A Board :
~
and the WMHB Board Of Directors reached
an agreement on a modified version of the
; of the proposal Monday night, I would
like to both outline, the accepted version
•-_
andjexpjlain the intent behind it^ ,
r
does
is
fund
proposal
tie
First; what
the teletype. The Associated Press has
agreed to ailwoWMHB to drop the audio
service; arid extend the teletype contract; ;r;
therefore, while we will be paying the same
ampurit in the long run, the yearly sum , ,
will be reduced by about two-fifths thus
^ condiconstituting a substantial savings. -The
.
tions wliich accompanied the fuhdih^^
Ilisted below. The actual provisions in the:
proposal are itaUcized; and the explanation o
•is not. ' ' .' .
;.; . -. .- . . .' '!;. • y .- . •. - - .-, • •;: ,. . 1. The Station Faculty. Advisor shall be,
notified of and invited to all station meetings.
The.provision requiring a faculty advisor '
emanates from the Dean's, office. In the
past the Station had not notified their ,
advisor of their meetings; the Student
Association Board belieyesthat if he had ;•
been: consulted in the past, this whole
problem might have been avoided. Hopefully
consulting.with him in the future will
prevent any future, problems.
2. Tlie Station shall submit typed copies'¦
of every meeting to the Student Associations . \
WMHB is corporation funded by Colby ,
students; as such, the representatives of
the sutdehts should know what is happening
at corporation meetings.; We feel that if we ¦
can keep informed of station decisions we
¦
can help prevent any inadverten future '' •¦ ' violations of Stu*A funding policy. Tills ; ,
is in; no way¦ an at t empt to inf luence sta tion
decisions. .- .- ,
3. rTlte Station will close the checking
account and turn the cancelled check book { - ' , »
.qverto the Stu-A Treasurer, ,
It is against college policy for any Stii-A
- fun ded organization to maintain an out
side checking account. This checking ac•¦
• count shoul d have been closed long ago,
.;¦¦ ' '. ' ¦ ' •<*,' Tlie Station Mana ger•shall ' suinnj t ' ^A/ '
detailed budget for tlie 1979 80 f iscal year, one '
consistent with the Executive Committee (Stu-A)
request of October 31, 1. 978, Tlie deadline for
the p roposal is November 29th:
- We have asked for such proposals from all •¦ ;;
Stu^A funded groups so that we can justify ;
a request for more money for student M
organizations that wo will be making tO M ' v ;
tho ndministratibV;Since^ WMHB Obviously ; '
hoods more money than wo can afford to
give this year; we neod to know how much
aiid for what so that we can try to get them „
additional funding for hox.t y car i The, Stat ion'
has already complied with this request. ,
..

mere are still a lew people who really
stick out in my mind. SusanWhalen and
Vivian Bogdonoff put in hours of extra work
because they cared enough to shoot for that
perfection that's always danglingj ust out of
reach, Cathy Fiske never failed to jump in
when a "super typist" was needed to pull
us out .of a jam. Nick Menche'r wrote polished,
professional news articles that added greatly
to the credibility of this paper. Mike Donihue and Wayne G omljotz did wonders in
re-organizing the Circulation , and Business
ends of the operation.
Jim Zendman proved time arid time
again his dedication to this paper , and has
continued to push for needed improvements
as well as fulfill his position as A3 Manager.
And Eliza Dorsey has my eternal gratitude
for the support she has given me throughout the whole semester.
- Lastly but by no mekns leastly it is my
pleasure to announce that Margaret Saunders
will be Editor in Chief next semester. In
making this decision, I leave confident that
the ECHO will only iriiprove in its quality. /
Margaret has the dedication arid professionalism necessary to makejhe ECHO
a truely
' ' 7 ¦. ¦ ' . 7
fine newspaper.
So, thanks you guys,
¦ it's ¦all been worth
¦'
it.

;

*" " . ' - "

S.The Station 's constitution shall be
ameded by inserting a clause stipulation that all
-radi ostation transactions shall be iri f u l lcompliance
with -the Studen t<rAssociation Budgetary regulations.

We required this as ah added check; every
other club has to abide by this policy , and
all have done so willingly. If WMHB inserts
such a clause in their constitution, then
any future action that is contravention to
Stu-A funding policy will also be in violation
attemp
of Station policy..This is just one more future
.
the
in
problems
to try and prevent any
protect
help
will
provision
. In addition , this
assets from a lawsuit by making the individual
who violates Stu-A and Station policy
personally liable. This situation presently
. exists with .di other campus groups. ;
• ¦ 6. Pendin g legal approval, the Mayflower
em;/ Groadcasting; Corporation will transfer all present
.ssets to the students of Colby College and p urchase'
all f' uture assets in the name of the Students of
Colby College. In the even ' thai sale of assets may be
necessary, it can only occu r with ' the majority
vote of both the Student Associationand
WMHB Executive Boards.
We included this condition, for a number Of •;
reasons. First, this is a more accurate reflection
of true ownership. Secondly, such a requiremen
would prevent the Station from selling or
otherwise disposing of student-purchased
assets without first consulting either the
students or^heir representatives. Finally,
these changes would protect- student- . ' .¦ ' ' '
;
purchased assets from lawsuits against
station personnel . This would mean that
iri the!future/if some member of the station
entered into a contract in contravention
to Stu-A funding policy (arid station policy
after number six is enacted), he would be
personally liabeli 'iristead of the Stati on. .
inus assets could not be sold to pay off
-.any claims. Every other club operates under
this policy, now. The fact that a vote of
both Boards is needed to sell assets is
a reflection of two things; first , the above
mentioned protection against the selling of
assets by tlie station; and secondly,
insurance for WMHB that Stu-A cannot
make any unilateral decisions concerning "
the' Station., '. 77. 7 A.
While I. am sure tliat neither the
Student Association nor the WMHB Board
of Directors regards this as an entirely ,
sa ti sf actor y solut ion , it seems to be tha be st
possible one undei' the clrciirnstances, taking ¦
into consideration tlie rosponsibilities and
requiroments of oach organization. By, •
slipwlng;
tliitit;they ^ore wininR-to compromise
n
and wprk;towards tin equally amenable
resolution , both Boards behaved in a fashion
which will be to the benefit of tho College.
' .v; ;- . ;.;i,. :•;; .' :. ' .;:-- 'i Scot' Lor lUgli;;-i;i' .^:- ¦../• ' -; ; ., .
Public Information Chairman
. .

Thursda y, December 7, 1978
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On Nuclear P ower

"' Richard B. Parker-Lectur r in Economics- Exclusive to the ECHO ,
-web of life have proved able to survive perioA talk by a visitor to Colby last week
dic variations in the life-giving sunlight: its \
on "Nuclear Power Policy" filled a classroom;
absence at night;its reduction during cloudy
in the Mudd building with interested students
days, winters, and ice ages; and:perhaps even
and faculty. We should thank the physics
a deadly increase during certain periods, .
department for sponsoring this lecture by
when the reproductive strategy of mammals
Dr. Haven Whiteside, a physicist currently
would have been especially vulnerable to inon the staff pf the U.S. Senate Committee
on Environment and Public Works. Discus- creased radiation levels'.'To release this eriergy
tor human use, it was only necessary to catch
sions of nuclear power have been a rarity on
the Golby campus. or find it in any of the great many forrhs of;
Dr. Whiteside's hour-long talk was a
food.which our 'omnivorous
bodies cari abmodel of clarity and balance , summarizing
sorb and adapt to. •:¦ ¦"' ¦' "' ¦
in non-technical English the major technical
Perhaps it was the environmental dis- '
issues (safe'ty, wastes, proliferation) in the
turbances of severe climate changes during
current debate over nuclear policy. From a
the ice ages which confronte d humanity '*
position of "positive neutrality" on these
with'its first real-energy crises, leading those
issues, he kept emotions at a low key, even '
cold and hungry folks to use fire to keep
through the discussion which followed. From
warm and then as a tool in. hunting, in agrithe start , Dr. Whiteside portrayed nuclear
culture, and in the development of the longpower as ari issue within the overall energy . : -.. series of material-working uses that has conproblem ,, qualitatively similar to other ener- ,
tinued to this day .Jn learning to use fire ;
gy sources. For the science majors present,
; in response to the scarcities of an iricreasingthere were some references to challenging
ly harsh environment , We gained the power
problems needing study, in the best tradi- .
tion of a visiting practicioner giving undergraduates valuable vocational insight.
Why,.then, was I disturbed by this
event , so disturbed as to take time to write
a long critique for the Echo.in the hope
that you in the Colby community, will take
~
time to read it?
Just as one cannot trust an industry to
regulate itself through the ability to dominate its regulatory agencies, so .we should be
wary of letting its technicians choose the '
ground for the policy debate. To suggest, as
Dr. Whiteside repeatedly did last Thursday,
that the nuclear policy issues will be resolved
through, further research by scientists and
engineers, (or eyeri-by economists) is to hide
one's eyes from the profound moral issues
raised by the nuclear age. Nuclear pow er
has sharply polarized opinion in the indus7 Richard Parker.
trial countries precisely because it involves'
to release suddenly the sun's energy stored
such moral issues, which canribt be resolved
throughout the carbon-rich structure, of the —
by a quantitative debate among experts as
entire plant being burned, not just the energy
to whether we can expect two or twenty or
stored in its perpetually self-renewing fruit.
.two million deaths per year from the inevitable malfunctions of a nuclear economy.
Threatened with the severe "environmental
Our use of atomic energy is a moral issue in
impact"of the dimming sun and the advan- ,
the deepest sense because it is qualitatively .
cing glaciers, we chose a desperate economic,
strategy: since our solar income was no longdifferent from all that has gone before , asj
er sufficient to support us, we begari to con- ;
will soon explain. It is for this very reason
that the discussion must not be primarily a
sume our wealth, destroying the trees them-;selves. It should be obvious' that this stratechnical one, of expert against expert, deeven
tegy is at best a stop-gap; fire does not pro- •
cided in the corporate board rooms or
duce; wealth but consumes it. Especially when
To suggest that the nuclear policy
the practice becomes widespread , it is an
f
issues will be resolved by scientists
economic loss, a form of "capital consumpf and engineers is to hide one 's eyes from
tion" rather than a rise in primitive product.
¦
'
multiplyirig effects of the damaged en•The
the
moral
issues
raised
"
.
by
"
the
.
nuclear'
\
'
¦ ¦'
(
¦ a e- "
vironment
serve to accelerate the loss of
"
¦
"
"
'
\
S
'
' .^"KKS m*m**mmmmmmmmm ^m"m"^^ mmT^"m^mmm^^m^"^'^^^
poverty more widely
wealth ,.to distribute
in the staff offices of (elected) congressional
I.
and rapidly .' : " "';, ' ;•¦" ' . '
committees , but a politicalone, discussed by
.
.The human use of fire thus represents
'
all the people, in every home and workplace¦
[.
a fundamental qualitative change in human
and village square up and down tlie land, as
economic history in the three ways already
\ Einstein himself, a founder of the , nuclear
mentioned; First , the physical source .of the*,
i-y age , realized too late, alas.
energy released is no longer self-renewingv
¦
Tliere are at least three ways in which
With fire , we .first b rea k t he closed circle of
i ' - ".
t
nuclear power makes a fundational break
natural systems. Later , we develop some unt
with the past: 1) In the physical source of
derstanding of the longer, larger system of
f
its energy; 2) In the biological consequences •
renewal of the trees themselves , arid begin to
of its use; and 3) In - the ,social implications .,
t
close the circle , with the rotation ,patterns
\ of its use. To understand why this is so, an d '
of swldden agriculture and other forms of
why the 20 th century . is so different from
\
"forest management." This technology is
I . all previous history, we must-got back iri our
far more complex and difficult to control
ies" to see how
I
social and scientific "memor
than the "bright , simple consumption of the;
got
where
wc
are.
.
we
i
flame ;only rarely can we replicate pr im- i;
I,
In the natural abundance of tropical , '
' ;,.
prove the true productiveness oif highlyRe- ¦¦¦
'.
d semi-tropical environments in which ¦/'.
an
.;"; . X . .
natural systems,
volved
¦
; Secon d, burning the tree has biological
i '. ¦ pr imit ive h uman commun it ies evolved , our¦' .
7 ancestors had.littlc need to store energy . .-.¦' ."-, consequences quite;different frpm'those of
their own warm-blooded bodies; ,
using its fruit .' Eat in g the fru it rel ievcs .the ;;y^
¦\¦ j outside
;. The green nets of leaf and blade and algae .;
t ree of its'burden and aids its reproductive
¦j; . did it for them , 'trapping the sun's rays with X¦ strategy; with minimal side-effects; the fruit ;
that supreme earthly technology^ photosyn- '
is there to be catcniTo say the wbod is there
ji
thesis. The wealth thus created was distHbur ;/ ,',; to be Burned has a very different moaning; :
,'
jj ¦ tod and accumulated and stored throughout;
Burning the tree disrupts its local environ- :,
y riient and deprives the surrounding soil of;
i - the biosphere by the subsidiary devices; of , ."^
:j . seed and fru it and fat and myriad others;
its carbon; Cutting whole , forests can dos- ,. r•
I evolving over the pons into the magnificent :,;
alter,- -y
troy.the entire forest ecosystem
¦¦ ;. and
;:- .yy;-.
'
,
'
I complexity of earthly life. The ,6nergy trap,
:y
y;.-:y
7
. . .• ;
the cllma te. 7X77
- >>Third , the social ,corisequonces,of con'r- ping and storage "technologies" of this great •

trolled fire are such as to ignite the first glim- the "stupor of science before radium" but - y
mers of "modern life", using the rapid release was himself convinced that radium contained,
of stored energy to isolate ourselves from
a new form of energy that would revolutionthe natural environment to a greater and
ize the world. In retrospect, his 1905 vision •
greater, extent, until we reach its absurd con- of tlie social implications of such a discovery
clusions in our 20th century technologies, - is startling:
' —
one of which Dr. Whiteside discussed last
.. .it will not need another century or
week. "Primitive" human minds were not
half century to turn thought upside down. \
ate egocentric as ours. They knew the comLaw in that case would disappear as theory
plexity of living systems far more directly
or a priori principle and give place to „
than we can, and thus accepted the human
force. Morality would become police.
biological niche rAs our destructiveJires
Explosiveswould reach cosmic violenceJ
have burned more and more brightly, we have
Disintegration would overcome intebecome in creasingly blind to these realities,
gration.
using "bur fires to build more and more walls
between us and the earth, until non-human
Those experiments at Paris unleashed their
life seems almost to disappear, and now inown chain reaction of human intellectual "
deed threatens to do so, along 'with; of course energy, whose logic has unfolded with such
our own.
seductive force as" to sweep away all objec. That the social use and misuse" of fire
tions in its path f or half a century. Frederick
involved such a profoiind'change is a fact
Soddy, one of those scientists who helped
which has long been recognized. Prometheus forge the links of this chain , had , like Henry"
so angered the gods that the suffering inAdams, some doubts about the social arid
flicted upon him in punishment must have r
economic consequences of atomic energy,
rivalled that of the modern victims of in- ¦: whicheven in 1920 Soddy could anticipate
dustrial cancers arid nuclear explosions.
quite cleaiiy;;- ,;..- '¦'::'- .,; . ' ?XX - 7 . ;X a - 7-Xa77 - ; A;energy,
we
consume
solar
When we eat,
Should that day ever arrive. let rio ¦; ;¦¦,.
:
stored last month or last year orat most a y
one be blindjp the magnitude of AA:: ! . ~- y
few years ago. ,When we burn wood*we con-;
the issues ai stake, or suppose that,
: •;
sume solar eriergy stored twenty:or forty ''
such
an
acquisition
of
.the
physi
calA7
or more years ago.When we bum .fossil fuels, ¦': ¦¦ .- , resourcesqf humanity,can be safelypf i,v >
the heat released comes from the sunlight of ;
entrusted to thpsewho in the p ast have , ;
peAiaps 150 million years ago /although
have' convertedthe blessings' already y 77-7:7:, - -,
':
people started making coal fires thousands
conferred by,science into a cure.
of years ago, the qualitative change to a fos7 But such lr^giyingsldid not proliferate ;, ' ;
sU fuel economy could not occur imtil we
until afteri^s super-rationpism teachedlt
developed materials able to contain the coin,
. XX
insanely biMant logical;c:lima^
centrated heatrof these ancient suns. As the
earthlyiritensif y of the.three artificial suns ,
technology of brick andiron began tP spread that burst forth over AlaniagprdoyTfiroshirna;¦; "
tliroughout Europe_ s6me five hundred years; and Nagasaid.That apocalyptic summer'ofy
ago, we set put ori the fateful road to ithe
1945, the traditional/birthdateipf:the^;"Atomic
twentieth century,^ deveibpirig'a fiill-specAge", also marks the erid pfthe mpderrijThir-: :
trum energy-material coihplementarities:""" ° ty Years War among:^e irtQustriad;peb^s;y ;;
coal and iron; oil, asphalt, and petrochemiperhaps .the riiost;terrible eria in;human. his- ..
cals ; electricity and aluriiinum; natural gaslfrid tory. Hope, rising frorn the^ ashes .of that holochemical fertilizers. Tlie mutually-reinfor-r
caust, seized Upon its/cliinax technology as
cing character of these diverse technologies ¦ . the cornerstone of t^e;nev> pra^r;;fiKt„asfhe v
is what drives the accelerating spiral-pf con-; • _ nucleiar arsenal ib terrible that war,would be- .;
sumption arid poverty that we call indusunthinkable, arid secpnd^s trie Atoms-for- y .
trial development : Its interlocking complexity Peace cornucopia bf nuclear power that
partiaUy mimics the. web of non-human life
would make the whole; world rich; a kiiid of ¦'_
in which'it is embedded , but industrial sys-...
tems are as different from the life systems , s¦
they feed upon as a 'piant is from an animal, Today, the doubts about nuclear power?
a parasite from its host, or a cancer cell from ¦ which Henry Adams set downiin 1905
a normal one. The circle is note closed; ener- and sbme seientists shared in 1945 have:
gy flows only one way frorii those ancient .
spread th roughout the :industrial de^y y:
; •; : V- .: A aAa XX a a AaX
carbon storeholds, and at such a fate as to
mocraCies.
wreak possibly irfeversibie:damage to the '
";
matrix of lif£.
atonement for the sins of the two;
The social implications of the fossil . . dialectical
world
wars,
and'Salyation from the economic
fuel age are comparably staggering. Just as
collapse
which
shrined them; ' .;¦ ::? -y -;;
the ability to . control the food energy stored .
:y ! ;ThP enormous risks of this s^
iri the urban granaries formed the economic
we're judged 'unacceptable by;a!sizeable mi- '
^ the ancient eriipires, giving
power base of
:
nority
of that large cornmittee of lattei-day rise to a class structure in which rulers and
Pfomethearis
who had conspired sb cleyerly;
priests and soldiers-had the power to oppress to steal the firefrbrii the
atomic nucleus; . i ;
and murder the productive peasant , so does : Their " v
'did'iiipt-pre
ie^
the hot briglit flarrie of the fossil fuel give to
gpvernrnent-ruri quest for povtrer that had ? • ¦-X:
its masters in the urban-industrial-rifiilitary ,
bcgurv witli.tlie Manhattan Pfbjectidid^not 1; v ;
bureaucraciesthroughout oiir world the
until cpntrblled nuclear:reictibri^ y;;;y
power to;irmke us all :subm it tb .it's.iiripbv-; ; slacken
were spinning the, steam turbines; eloctricaly A
erisWng t yrariny i' as if there w?rcPrib pthef
generators; mptpis i arid pVbpellers bf hun :';' ' v
means to survival. Power corrupts.
dreds of riucleiar%rried submarines; arid the .y •
s
- Yet all of this pre-atbmic histoiy seems incredibly cpiripiicatedtechnology tliiis-de-7\7
' velbped to boil water in
relatively benignriri comparison with a long
the^e^n 'ide^H^y'-v; '
series of brilliantly ratibnarevents .tliat • ,;>¦'.'• had;Tbceri;imppse(rpn;an;imtially
iy V :
began iri the last five years Of the nineteenth "electric; utUityiridiistry -tliat: it.-reluctant
could'
iFsb
prb'
- -.
.-;
over.
•
, century. The Surging tide of optimism
'
g
ress
ly
ely
substitute
ahd'
Vcheipi
Heari
sa
f
e
'
- ";
' European expansion and the world • dbminanc
>
'
,
nuclear
reactioris
fbr
the
coal
and
bi!
fires
j
i of its cbal.ari(l4rori econbriiy had just turned ,
vbracibus 'appetitei^we^^
; leaving in its ebb the fin-dersieclo ; decadence 'whose
;
e
r;
an d har der 't b;satlsfy;:' 'ir?-;: :X-aXA' -X 7, a7aa
' of the great centers of culture. In -Paris just "
;
y -< A11 this;is liistbryl Toddyi the^lbribts ;,
i Becqueirel found that a about
then , i n l 896, Henr
nuclear power which' Henry Adairis ; ' '. ,;
•lump of iifaniurii cbuld produce the same ; A set down
iri 1905 arid s'orhe scientists shared :i!
remarkable effects bf invisible^penetrating ; : in;1945 have,spread thrbiighbut
industrial •;;
radiation that Wilhelni Roent'gen ha d name d democracies.Iri some Of these tli'e 'dirig
' :
inclu
s
yeaiibo'fbre 'whori iie pirbduced • United States; hiiclcar power is' hecoiriingthe
^ "X-rays"tlie
a^'i'
/yi
'
7 them at Wufzburg yirlth ariplectrbri tube. -7A Central political Issue. If the reader:-'does' 'riot'; X?
- 'Marie Curie recognized the immense signifi^ ' yot ;soo vvhy the nucloar power dIscilSslon AAA'¦> '
;cance of this discovery arid iriimediately be- ; should focus bhquMitative;riiof^
r gan a search of :the "othcr knbwri' elements ^ ; rather than .quantitatiyeV tP .chriic?4 orios, let? H- ;:
Ifor similarEffects; Hptworlcied ^
us revloiy theithreedimensibris sot (ibwh at::i- >
' years to;the;isolatlbri bfradlj ^
' .the '-begiritiirig pf;this discussion. AAXXAX<;f. .»
"
iuni , and the genie'be gari ib slLp froriri tite' :. - f t; ;-i;- .'!i;'v .'OI)iT^e;
:bottle .- Tlie strange behavibr of radium ,' ap-; yv .releasi}^ ;p^
parcritly in violation of thelaws of consorVa;ioci{dd-up;iii;:the.rit^
tibn of matter arid crier^, bxcitod grelat in- ; enw©
fjliw
umniurii^tliat^oaylestip
""terest; Tliere was asyet hb theory of atomic?;;
agP
!
iti
bUlibriiyear^
teifi
f
oe
) irnp^riotrablei;$%%:i
|
structurovrio v quaritum-mochanics| rtb ade^l ,;
r pf;;t)iO;lw
cpres
g05t;of8t^rs^
iquate'oxpldriatibri for the laboratory tesultSi'V'
;.yyX' X X AX cohtlnuedTdtiwg eTib W'AXkyy A^
i'Tlie
American
historian Henry¦ Adams noted
¦
'
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